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ABSTRACT 
 
 During the interwar period, France attempted to reinvigorate interest in the empire 
amongst the public via elaborate colonial expositions. The colonial expositions of Marseille 
(1922) and Paris (1931) served as a means to celebrate the empire and to educate the French 
about the benefits of living within Greater France, an entity that included the metropole and the 
colonies. This thesis examines how press coverage of both expositions worked alongside these 
events to counteract anxieties regarding France’s economic recovery after the war, continuing 
world presence, demographic losses, and most importantly the relationship between France and 
its colonies. It explores how the press attempted to mitigate these fears by creating, reinforcing, 
and reproducing an economically positive, dynamic, vibrant and ultimately sanitized vision of 
the colonies. This thesis argues that the press actively supported the goals of the expositions and 
championed the success of the civilizing mission, and demonstrates the media’s role in 
perpetuating visions of French universalism. Their vision reveals contradictions found within 
French universalism that helps form a basis for analysis. This study scrutinizes the dominant 
discourses regarding the colonies during the interwar period and how the press used 
contemporary concepts of race and gender in their coverage of the expositions. This thesis argues 
that the press used the figure of the colonial soldier/worker and the erotic and patriarchal 
relationship between France and its colonies to reinforce colonial hierarchies regarding race and 
gender. The press attempted to shape the public’s view of the empire through reconstructions of 
the imperial project and its people that idealized France’s mission. Only the communist press 
sought to highlight the ferocity of French colonization.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 The interwar period in France witnessed renewed attempts to inspire interest in the 
empire amongst the metropolitan public. As Gary Wilder argues, “following World War I, the 
persistence of the empire served as one of the few sure signs that France itself had survived the 
war in a recognizable form.”1 The colonial expositions of 1922 in Marseille and later in 1931 in 
Paris, represented attempts by the metropolitan government and pro-empire groups to display 
“the colonies as an essential part of Greater France (la plus grande France).”2 This concept of 
Greater France, first articulated before World War I, received further impetus in response to the 
near defeat of the war and the burden of the Great Depression. The interwar period revealed “the 
depth of renewed anxieties in France concerning national decline, depopulation, and loss of 
international stature.”3 The French government undertook these expositions as a way to ease 
anxiety regarding the nation’s changing place in the world.4 
By constructing two large colonial expositions, the organizers hoped to inform the French 
public of the importance of the empire by presenting the colonies and the colonized peoples in an 
idealized form that made them viewable and consumable by the French public. These organizers 
represented “government administrators, members of the parti colonial, and French businessmen 
with colonial interests,” that wanted to “emphasize the growing importance of the empire near 
                                                        
1 Gary Wilder, The French Imperial Nation-State: Negritude and Colonial Humanism between the Two World Wars 
(Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2005), 4. 
2 Ellen Furlough, “Une leçon des choses: Tourism, Empire, and the Nation in Interwar France” French Historical 
Studies 25, no. 3 (Summer 2002): 441. 
3 Janet Horne, "In Pursuit of Greater France: Visions of Empire Among Musée Social Reformers" in Domesticating 
the Empire: Race, Gender, and Family Life in French and Dutch Colonialism, eds. Julia Clancy-Smith and Frances 
Gouda (Charlottesville, VA: University of Virginia Press, 1998), 40. 
4 Ibid., 21. 
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the beginning of the twentieth century.”5 In particular the Marseille business community, as 
Dana Hale argues, sought to promote the 1922 exposition and the empire in their town as a 
means to forge new trade relations and boost the French economy.6 The organizers of the 
expositions hoped to assuage anxieties over the perceived cost of the colonies and the presence 
of a large colonial working class within the metropole. As Odile Goerg argues, these expositions 
meant to foster pride in the people of the metropole through the concrete information they 
provided.7 While the organizers of the expositions maintained this loftier goal for their events, 
Elizabeth Ezra argues that simply put these expositions represented “efforts to promote 
colonialism to the French public and to the world.”8 Both expositions served not only to reassure 
the French public about the nation’s importance and strength but also to educate the public by 
demonstrating that, “[the colonies] were the source of vital resources contributing to the health of 
the French economy.”9 The colonies helped to boost the French economy during World War I by 
providing a “reservoir of labor and military goods,” and soldiers.10  
 This thesis concentrates on how press coverage of the 1922 and 1931 colonial expositions 
portrayed the relationship between the metropole and the colonies, and attempted to send a 
strong message to the public. This study argues, via a representative sampling, that newspapers 
actively supported the goals of both expositions and delivered the official message that the 
                                                        
5 Dana S. Hale, Races on Display: French Representations of Colonized People, 1886-1940. (Bloomington, IN: 
Indiana University Press, 2008), 167. 
6 Ibid., 88. 
7 Odile Goerg, “The French Provinces and ‘Greater France’,” in Promoting the Colonial Idea: Propaganda and 
Visions of Empire in France, eds. Tony Chafer and Amanda Sackur (New York, NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002), 86. 
8 Elizabeth Ezra, “The Colonial Look: Exhibiting Empire in the 1930s,” Contemporary French Civilization 19, no. 1 
(1995): 33. 
9 Arthur Chandler, “Empire of the Republic: The Exposition Coloniale Internationale De Paris, 1931” Contemporary 
French Civilization 14, no. 1 (1990): 92. 
10 Furlough, “Une leçon des choses: Tourism, Empire, and the Nation in Interwar France,” 441-442. 
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empire was an essential part of Greater France. It examines how coverage in the leading 
newspapers including, Le Figaro, Le Petit Parisien, La Croix, Le Petit Marseillais supported the 
colonial project and printed pro-colonial messages. Only the new communist daily L’Humanité 
acted as a foil against the others by taking an anti-colonial stance. These newspapers are then 
studied in conjunction with the official writings of the expositions to determine to what degree 
the press supported the expositions’ messages.  
 Further more, this study examines how coverage utilized gendered and racialized images, 
vocabulary, and stereotypes, that were central to the dominate discourses of the era, to frame 
larger arguments and to shape French understanding of empire and the image presented to the 
public. 11 As Benedict Anderson argues, historically the press has filled a specific role in the 
construction of national conscious and “provided the means for ‘re-presenting’ the kind of 
imagined community that is the nation.”12 The expositions represented imaginary communities, 
presenting a sanitized image of the colonies for the French to incorporate into their own 
imagined community of Greater France, a concept the press supported. This imaginary 
community presented by the press reflected an idealized view of the colonial relationship and 
ignored or hid the violence and exploitation of colonization. This sanitized representation, as 
Herman Lebovics argues, served as a means to “educate” the population on what it meant to be 
                                                        
11 For work by scholars on the issues of race and gender in the France see: Richard Fogarty, Race and War in 
France: Colonial Subjects in the French Army, 1914-1915 (Baltimore, MD: John Hopkins University Press, 2008), 
Tyler Stovall, Paris Noir: African Americans in the City of Light (Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin Press, 1996), 
Owen White, Children of the French Empire: Miscegenation and Colonial Society in French West Africa, 1895-
1960 (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 1999). 
12 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (New York, 
NY: Verso, 1983), 25. 
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French.13 More recently, Lebovics has argued, “the [1931] Exposition provided the French 
public, on both an existential and symbolic level, with the feeling that they had rights of 
ownership over all these marvels.”14 These expositions thus served as a means for the French 
pro-colonial lobby to reinforce and create a particular understanding of the colonies and of 
France’s superior position in the world. 
 Building upon the work of colonial scholars, my analysis highlights how common 
stereotypes about gender roles and racial hierarchies as well as the intersections between the two 
played out in this public debate. The French, like other Europeans, distinguished themselves 
from colonial subjects through a complex and fluid combination of what Ann Laura Stoler 
describes as, “middle-class morality, nationalist sentiments, bourgeois sensibilities, normalized 
sexuality, and a carefully circumscribed ‘milieu’ in school and home.”15 The press worked to 
construct a sense of group cohesion and solidarity by defining who belonged in France and who 
needed to remain at a distance.16 As Stoler argues, “racial discourse reverberated between 
metropole and colony to secure the tenuous distinctions of bourgeois rule.”17 The colonial 
populations served as a foil against which the French could build their own identity, and 
therefore the French identity became more fluid against the proportedly unchanging nature of the 
colonial populations. 
                                                        
13 Herman Lebovics, True France: The Wars over Cultural Identity, 1900-1945 (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University 
Press, 1992), 53. 
14 Herman Lebovics, “The Zoos and the Exposition Coloniale Internationale” in Human Zoos: Science and 
Spectacle in the Age of Colonial Empires, eds. Blanchard et. al. (Liverpool, UK: Liverpool University Press), 371. 
15 Ann Laura Stoler, Race and the Education of Desire: Foucault’s History of Sexuality and the Colonial Order of 
Things (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1995), 105. 
16 Tyler Stovall, “National Identity and Shifting Imperial Frontiers: Whiteness and the Exclusion of Colonial Labor 
After World War I,” Representations 84, no. 1 (November 2003): 52. 
17 Stoler, Race and the Education of Desire, 97. 
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 Recent historical studies also explore the French people’s growing anxieties over the 
future of what was known as the French ‘race.’ Elisa Camiscioli argues that “discussions of the 
nation and its citizenry persistently returned to the body: its color and gender, its expenditure of 
labor power, its reproductive capacity, and its experience of desire.”18 Concerns over the health 
of the nation coupled with the rise of natalism and eugenics in the 1920s and 1930s led the 
French government, as Jennifer Boittin argues, to “encourage men to bring their wives with them 
overseas, in the hope that this would stem the tide of interracial relationships while allowing 
women to fulfill their natural role as civilizers.”19 By studying press coverage of these 
expositions, my thesis examines how the nature of the colonial relationship shaped coverage of 
the expositions, as a series of dichotomies: us vs. them, civilized vs. savage, teacher vs. student, 
parent vs. child, universal vs. particular, male vs. female, and dominate vs. submissive. 
The dominant discourses of the time understood the metropole and the colonies as part of 
a natural hierarchy with European racial superiority contrasted with the assumed inferiority of 
the colonial subjects. As William Cohen argues, since the eighteenth century European scholars 
used the notion of “primitive” societies as a foil through which to contrast the image of European 
racial superiority.20 In his seminal work, The French Encounter with Africans, detailing over 300 
years of French/African relationships, he argues that myths such as that of the noble savage 
heightened European curiosity regarding the outside world, particularly in the Americas and 
                                                        
18 Elisa Camiscioli, Reproducing the French Race: Immigration, Intimacy, and Embodiment in the Early Twentieth 
Century (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2009), 6. 
19 Jennifer Anne Boittin, Colonial Metropolis: The Urban Grounds of Anti-Imperialism and Feminism in Interwar 
Paris (Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 2010), 173. 
20 William B. Cohen, The French Encounter with Africans: White Responses to Blacks, 1530-1880 (Bloomington, 
IN: Indiana University Press, 1980), 73. 
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Africa.21 This curiosity evolved over time into forms of popularized racism supported by 
scientific claims. By the beginning of the twentieth century the press and various expositions 
popularized racialized ideas of the “savage” for the consuming public.22 The creation and display 
of this popularized racism influenced the goals of the civilizing mission and the colonial 
expositions. 
 Metropolitan gender normativity influenced both colonial policy and rhetorical depictions 
of power in the colonial experiment. Alice Conklin addresses the role of European women in 
colonization and by doing so joined scholars of the British Empire who started analyzing 
colonial histories through the lens of gender in the early 1990s.23 Regarding the role of women in 
the colonial structure, Conklin argues that the task of constructing the nation through domesticity 
fell to women in the colonies and the metropole.24 In this manner colonialism became a joint 
venture with specific gendered roles defined by the state and society. Julia Clancy-Smith and 
Frances Gouda’s edited collection, Domesticating the Empire, explored issues of race and gender 
in colonial France and the Netherlands. Clancy-Smith, like Conklin before her, argues that the 
French state saw metropolitan women as serving a key role in the colonies as cultural mediators 
                                                        
21 Cohen, The French Encounter with Africans, 73. 
22 Stoler, Race and the Education of Desire, 30. 
23 For works by scholars of the British Empire see: Laura Donaldson, Decolonizing Feminisms: Race, Gender, and 
Empire Building (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1992), Antoinette Burton, Burdens of 
History: British Feminists, Indian Women and Imperial Culture, 1865-1915 (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North 
Carolina Press, 1994), Anne McClintock, Imperial Leather: Race, Gender, and Sexuality in the Colonial Contest 
(New York, NY: Routledge, 1995), Angela Woollacott, Gender and Empire (Gender and History) (New York, NY: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2006), Philippa Levine, ed. Gender and Empire (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2007), 
and Catherine Hall and Sonya O. Rose, eds. At Home with the Empire: Metropolitan Culture and the Imperial World 
(Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2007). 
24 Alice Conklin, A Mission to Civilize: The Republican Idea of Empire in France and West Africa, 1895-1930 
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press), 105. 
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and house-to-house activists, that could bring France into the household of the colonized 
peoples.25  
Colonial discourses presented the relationship between the metropole and the colonies in 
terms of the “relationship between man and woman, in which the woman and the foreign country 
both allow themselves to be desired, governed, and abandoned.”26 The press perpetuated the 
belief in the inferiority of the colonial subjects by utilizing the concept of La mѐre patrie (the 
mother country) which translated the “relationship between rulers and ruled into a language 
expressing maternal bonds between mother and child.”27 Bourgeois metropolitan identity thus 
relied on the idea of gendered notions of superiority to maintain societal standing.  
 Using newspaper articles and the expositions’ guide books, I argue that the press actively 
supported the goals of the expositions and worked within existing stereotypes and idealized 
images of the colonies to present a specific view of the empire to the public. Just as during 
previous expositions of the early twentieth century, the press simplified the message to make that 
message more accessible to the public and by doing so transformed into official propaganda 
mouthpieces rather than in-depth news coverage.28 As Wilder argues, the empire stood as a 
symbol of the “durability of the self-contained French nation,” during a time of “sociopolitical 
transformations,” an argument that is applied to why the press supported the empire.29 This push 
                                                        
25 Julia Clancy-Smith, “Islam, Gender, and Identities,” in Domesticating the Empire: Race, Gender, and Family Life 
in French and Dutch Colonialism, eds. Julia Clancy-Smith and Frances Gouda (Charlottesville: University of 
Virginia Press, 1998), 158. 
26 James R. Lehning, To Be a Citizen: The Political Culture of the Early Third Republic (Ithaca: Cornell University 
Press, 2001), 147. 
27 Clancy-Smith, “Islam, Gender, and Identities in the Making of French Algeria, 1830-1962,” 158. 
28 Sandrine Lemaire and Pascal Blanchard, “Exhibitions, Expositions, Media Coverage, and the Colonies (1870-
1914)” in Colonial Culture in France since the Revolution eds. Pascal Blanchard, et. al., trans. Alexis Pernsteiner, 
(Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 2014), 95. 
29 Wilder, The French Imperial Nation-State, 4. 
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also came in response to the new geopolitical order of the interwar years in which both the 
United States and the U.S.S.R. supported the “rights of colonial peoples to national self-
determination.”30 To champion the empire became a nationalist charge which the press eagerly 
took up as its own. 
 The first chapter contextualizes the anxieties facing France during the 1920s and 1930s 
and the environment in which the expositions took place. It analyzes how press coverage of the 
expositions attempted to assuage these anxieties by focusing on how the colonies ensured 
France’s continued status as a world power and its economic recovery. The press worked to sell 
papers and to inspire pride amongst the metropolitan population by focusing on the perceived 
mutual benefits of the empire. 
 The second chapter focuses on the press’ portrayal of colonial soldiers and workers 
brought by the organizers of both expositions to animate the events. Following the end of World 
War I, both expositions promoted the theme of the tirailleurs (soldiers from the colonies) and 
their indispensability to the protection of the French nation.31 It examines how the press 
presented these colonial subjects as products of France’s civilizing mission, and a testament to 
the work France achieved within its empire. Colonial expositions displayed to metropolitan 
citizens non-threatening colonial populations, in comparison to the perceived threatening nature 
of colonial men in particular, and the newspapers recognized the significance of this influx of 
colonial subjects and attempted to present an idealized image of the civilizing mission.  
 The third chapter examines the relation between metropole and empire itself and how this 
relationship was portrayed with contradictory images, sometimes as erotic and sexual and at 
                                                        
30 Wilder, The French Imperial Nation-State, 51. 
31 Ibid., 88. 
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others times as paternal and disciplinary. The press presented the image of the virile colonizer 
and France as the head of the family as two roles the country embodied within the colonial 
relationship. At the same time organizers presented the colonies as either virginal or barren, and 
above all in need of guidance. This relationship placed the colonies in the position of needing 
France to protect it, educate it, and to make it productive. 
 An analysis of the coverage by the press demonstrates the extent to which it participated 
in selling empire to the French public alongside the work of the expositions and the state. The 
press attempted to influence the image of the colonies presented to the public, and by doing so 
reinforced an idealized and sterilized vision of colonization. It also raises more questions, such as 
the effectiveness of the press’ efforts to influence awareness of the empire amongst the 
metropolitan public, and whether other forms of mass media attempted the same effect, which 
are beyond the scope of this study, but offer new avenues for research. 
 
10 
 
CHAPTER 1: OWNING THE EMPIRE 
 
 The Exposition nationale coloniale (National Colonial Exposition of 1922) and the 
Exposition coloniale internationale (International Colonial Exposition of 1931) represented 
concerted efforts by their organizers to reassure the French public of the nation’s political and 
economic power. Along with the powerful business community of Marseille, which held much 
influence in the staging of the 1922 exposition, local and national politicians made up the 
majority of the organizers for both expositions. Adrien Artaud, who championed the staging of a 
colonial exposition in Marseille as early as 1913 and who portrayed Marseille as the foundation 
of the empire’s administration and development, received the title of general commissioner for 
the 1922 exposition.1 For the 1931 exposition, the government named Marshall Lyautey, a 
prominent military leader and former colonial governor of Morocco, to the position of general 
commissioner along with Marcel Olivier former colonial governor of Madagascar.2  
The interwar period represented a time of interest in the colonies amid growing anxieties 
regarding the state of the French nation. The expositions and press coverage of them sought to 
assuage these anxieties while also instilling in the public a sense of pride and ownership in the 
empire. This chapter scrutinizes how the expositions and coverage of them worked to affirm a 
particular vision of the empire disconnected from the reality of the colonial enterprise and the 
troubles average citizens faced in France.  
                                                        
1 Yaël Simpson Fletcher, “‘Capital of the Colonies’: Real and Imagined Boundaries between Metropole and Empire 
in 1920s Marseilles,” in Imperial Cities: Landscape, Display, and Identity (Studies in Imperialism), eds. Driver and 
David Gilbert (Manchester, UK: Manchester University Press, 1999), 139. 
2 Patricia A. Morton, Hybrid Modernities: Architecture and Representation at the 1931 Colonial Exposition, Paris 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2000), 180. 
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 The organizers of both expositions and the press attempted to communicate why the 
general population should be invested in the empire in numerous ways. In order to better 
understand the motivation of organizers and the press, this chapter examines three key themes of 
the effort to sell the empire to the public. They include France’s status as a world power 
following the war and whether it continued to command such power, the worth of monetary 
investment in the colonies during a time of economic hardship and the creation of or 
reinforcement of the average French citizen’s pride and claim to a vast colonial empire. Together 
these three themes influenced one another and the image of the empire provided to the public, 
resulting in a sanitized vision of the colonies neatly packaged for metropolitan consumption. 
 
France’s Status as a World Power 
 
 In the 1920s France experienced threats, real and imagined, to its status as a world power, 
including demographic loss, a large immigrant population living in the metropole, the 
devastation wrought by World War I, the perceived decline of the west, and the loss of status on 
the world stage. Politicians on both the right and the left feared a national decline that would 
prevent France’s ability to defend itself against both external and internal dangers.3 The 1920s 
represented a time of upheaval around the world, in part due to the retribution of former German 
colonies to France and Britain after the Treaty of Versailles, the ongoing troubles associated with 
the dismemberment of the Ottoman Empire following the Treaty of Sѐvres that remade the map 
of the Middle East, President Wilson’s crusade for the “rights of people to rule over themselves,” 
                                                        
3 Pascal Blanchard, “National Unity: The Right and Left “Meet” around the Colonial Exposition (1931),” in 
Colonial Culture in France since the Revolution eds. Blanchard, et. al., 217. 
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and the Soviet Union’s vocal condemnation of the colonial system.4 During this period the 
French government also faced unrest within the colonies resulting in part from frustration over 
broken promises of equality given to colonial soldiers for their service during the war and also 
including Abd el-Krim’s Rif War in the early 1920s and the Yên Bái mutiny of 1930.5 The rise 
of the Étoile Nord-Africaine (North African Star), an Algerian nationalist organization, in the 
mid-1920s along with other nationalist groups in the metropole also signaled a nearing colonial 
crisis at a time when France relied heavily on the empire as an important economic and military 
support system.6 
 The apparent decline of western civilization, as a result of the horrors of World War I, 
seized the attention of the nationalist and conservative right during the interwar period. The 
expositions thus represented a means by which French leaders on the right sought to “avert the 
specter of national decline by embarking on a quest to secure Greater France.”7 This concept of 
Greater France (la plus grande France) represented the desire to rhetorically fuse metropolitan 
France with its empire. As the editors of Le Petit Marseillais noted, the 1922 colonial exposition 
served as an early “superb representation of national power” within the understanding of Greater 
France.8 As Patricia Morton argues in regards to the 1931 exposition, an argument equally 
applied to the 1922 exposition, “the exposition signaled the power and maturity of the French 
                                                        
4 Blanchard, “National Unity”, 217. 
5 For further reading on the Rif War please see: C.R. Pennell, A Country with a Government and a Flag, The Rif 
War in Morocco 1921-1926 (Wisbech, UK: Menas Press, 1986), David H. Slavin, “The French Left and the Rif War, 
1924-25: Racism and the Limits of Internationalism,” Journal of Contemporary History 26 (1991): 5-32, and 
Jennifer Dueck, “The Middle East and North Africa in the Imperial and Post-Colonial Historiography of France,” 
The Historical Journal 50, no. 4 (2007): 935-949. For further reading on the Yên Bái Munity please see: Tobias 
Rettig, “French Military Policies in the Aftermath of the Yen Bay Mutiny, 1930: Old Security Dilemmas Return to 
the Surface,” South East Asia Research 10 (2002): 309-31, and Huynh Kim Khanh, “The Vietnamese August 
Revolution Revisited,” The Journal of Asian Studies 30, no. 4 (Aug., 1971): 761-782. 
6 Blanchard, “National Unity,” 217. 
7 Horne, “In Pursuit of Greater France,” 21. 
8 “A L’Exposition Coloniale, la journee de la victoire,” Le Petit Marseillais (Marseille) November 11, 1922. 
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empire to contemporary observers.”9 French leaders hoped to convey to the public the concept 
that the colonies, while still foreign, represented a part of France. That to view the French nation, 
the colonies needed to be a part of this image particularly in light of the success of France in 
World War I by using colonial troops. The editors of Le Petit Parisien captured this notion 
succinctly when arguing that the French nation, and its colonial empire, served as a prime 
example of a world power on which the “sun never sets,”10 a moniker typically applied to the 
British Empire. The editors of Le Figaro echoed this sentiment claiming “the most beneficial 
effect of the Exposition has been attracting the attention of the world to our infinitely vast 
empire.”11 The vastness of the French domain represented a tangible figure for the organizers of 
the exposition and the media jumped at the chance to present France’s power on the world stage 
to the metropolitan public. 
 While a sense of colonial grandeur had been important for much of the nineteenth century, 
by the start of World War I, republican advocates within the government identified colonialism 
with “patriotism, thereby linking imperial expansion to the national project,” despite public 
indifference and political hostility against overseas expansion.12 The interwar saw a continuation 
of this push for the colonies to take on a more significant role in French understanding. Even 
after the nation regained Alsace and Lorraine following the end of World War I, the subject of 
the size of the French empire, along with the demographic advantages of a large empire 
including more population, labor, and cannon fodder, continued to play a prominent role in the 
discussion of the expositions and in various newspapers.  
                                                        
9 Patricia Morton, “A Study in Hybridity: Madagascar and Morocco at the 1931 Colonial Exposition, Journal of 
Architectural Education (1984-), 52, no. 2 (1998): 76. 
10 “L’Exposition coloniale est ouverte,” Le Petit Parisien (Paris) May 7, 1931. 
11 “A l’exposition coloniale,” Le Figaro (Paris) November 8, 1931. 
12 Wilder, The French Imperial Nation State, 29. 
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 As early as 1913 the editors of Le Petit Marseillais called for the city to hold a colonial 
exposition every ten years both affirming Marseille’s importance as the largest port in France but 
also as the gateway to this large colonial empire.13 The start of World War I delayed the start of 
the Marseille exposition until after the end of hostilities. Following the start of the Exposition of 
1922, these editors rejoiced in the success of the event and the consequences that would be 
“happily felt in all the country and in our vast colonial empire.”14 The anticipation of a 
“considerable crowd” drawn to Marseille appeared to bolster, in the eyes of the editors of Le 
Petit Marseillais, the claim that the exposition would exceed, “in radiance and beauties of all 
kinds everything that we’ve seen so far.”15 The exposition of 1922 and later the larger exposition 
of 1931 served as a “national event for ‘Greater France’,” and examples of the “famous French 
colonial work,” to the editors of La Croix.16 Both expositions and the press coverage of them 
built upon the expositions of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries that served as 
“veritable sites of propaganda” working to justify imperial activity and inspire notions of 
“national grandeur among the public.”17 The colonies took on a foundational role upon which 
France could build a stronger nation. The focus on the vast amount of land under France’s 
control came at a time of heightened efforts to represent the colonies as a key component of 
Greater France.18 
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 Following the inauguration of the exposition of 1931 the editors of Le Figaro stressed the 
importance of the empire’s size, informing their readership via a speech given by Paul Reynaud, 
the Minister of the Overseas France (1931-1932) on May 15, 1931, that in 1871 France’s 
“foreign territory was not double the territory of the metropole. Today it is twenty-two times as 
large. Its population was 5 million. It is now 60 million.”19 Presenting the public with such 
impressive figures reinforced the relationship between world power and the empire both in terms 
of population and geographical size. This important relationship between size and power even 
worked its way into advertisements for the exposition of 1931. One such advertisement in Le 
Figaro called on the French public to question their own knowledge of their empire by asking 
them, “Did you know France was so great? 1,542,000 km2, three times the size of France. That is 
what represents our area in North Africa alone.”20 [Figure 1] A passage within the official 
guidebook of the General Government of Indochina claimed the colony represented an “essential 
part” of the colonial Empire and that it boasted a considerable land size of 737,000 square 
kilometers, comparing it to the size of France at 550,000 square kilometers.21 
 Attempts to equate the size of the empire with France’s status as a world power extended 
beyond simply a discussion of the large colonial holdings under French authority. The size of the 
French metropole remained important and in a speech given by the Minister of Overseas France 
Reynaud on May 7, 1931, he encouraged the metropolitan public to feel pride that “Metropolitan 
France has the largest territory of Europe, after Russia.”22 This comparison between the size of 
France and Russia echoes the close relationship the two countries shared prior to and during 
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World War I both politically and economically.23 The editors also sought to remind the public 
that France also maintained a sizeable presence on the European continent in comparison to 
Germany, an enemy that while diminished following the war, had beaten the French in 1871 and 
almost won again during World War I. The interwar period was a time of increasing competition 
with the rise of the United States and Soviet Union and the fracturing of European unity. The 
French government and by extension the press needed to convince the public, and themselves, by 
any means necessary that France still commanded a presence in the world.24 Maintaining the idea 
that the power of France directly correlated to land mass, as a way to assuage worries related to 
the huge loss of life during World War I and the loss of status as a world power, remained a 
constant theme in the coverage of the 1931 exposition by the editors of Le Figaro in particular. 
 The celebration of the empire and of France as a major power served as a 
launching point for attacks by the Communist paper L’Humanité, which took a hardline approach 
against such revelry. In response to the exposition of 1931, the editors accused French capitalism 
of “killing and extorting in the five parts of the world the weaker peoples. That’s the real 
spectacle!”25 For the editors of L’Humanité, the expositions represented the exploitation of the 
colonial worker and the general hardship experienced by the colonial people under French rule. 
The paper used the expositions as a “reference point” to build off from during a time in which a 
“consolidated vision, the notion of ‘Greater France’ emerged in popular culture.”26 Writers for 
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the paper sarcastically praised the glories of imperialism and detailed the importance of the 1931 
exposition to the government.  
Shortly after the inauguration of the exposition of 1931 the editors of L’Humanité posed 
the question, “why the exhibition?” The paper’s response: “to demonstrate to you, sir, and to 
demonstrate to the hereditary enemy- one still exists!- that France has a colonial empire on 
which the sun never sets. That a country with such colonies is a power which cannot, with 
impunity, lack respect.”27 Just as the editors of Le Petit Parisien drew a comparison between 
France and Great Britain with the description of an empire on which the “sun never sets,” the 
editors of L’Humanité chose the same description to mock the competition over colonial land 
holdings between France and Great Britain. The intense desire by the French government to 
instill in the metropolitan public this idea of “Greater France,” became fodder for the editors of 
L’Humanité who called into question why France should garner respect on the basis of an empire 
alone. 
Another focus of both the expositions and the press dealt with France’s success during 
World War I and the role the colonial empire played in achieving this arduous victory. Much of 
the fighting during the war occurred on French soil and the nation lost roughly 1.3 million men 
or 3.4 percent of the total population.28 With such a huge loss of life, concern rose regarding the 
future of France. While the nation regained Alsace and Lorraine, the specter of a weakened 
France continued to plague the interwar period. As Geoff Read argues, the republican right in 
France remained fixated after the war on the memory of the “dark days when France’s manhood 
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had nearly proven unequal to the task of protecting la Patrie and worried incessantly that, 
without a sufficient number of racially pure French soldiers to serve in its defense, France would 
fall the next time around.”29 Who should fill this role of protecting la Patrie proved difficult to 
define as the government longed for French men to take up the defense while press coverage of 
both expositions praised the role of colonial soldiers in helping France to emerge victorious. 
Chapter two addresses the role of colonial soldiers in the war and how the press celebrated their 
efforts. With the threat of future German aggression on the minds of the French populace, France 
once again turned to its colonial empire as a source of tangible and intangible power. 
As Wilder succinctly argues, the war “accelerated socioeconomic interdependence 
between metropolitan and overseas France.”30 The expositions and press coverage reinforced this 
interdependence by demonstrating for the metropolitan population all the ways in which the 
colonies and France interacted and appeared to benefit one another. The war “demonstrated the 
strength and charitable ties that bind France to its colonies,” to the editors of in the eyes of the 
editors of Le Petit Marseillais. 31 With the 1922 Exposition, the official guidebook from the 
General Government of Algeria stressed that the colony was a “natural extension of the 
motherland.”32 The expositions took place during a time in which the French public, according to 
Ezra, “were bombarded with images of the colonies in books, films, advertising and exhibitions,” 
which reinforced the “military prowess of France and its status as a world power.”33 The colonial 
empire played a key role in this “military prowess” by providing a large reserve of raw material 
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and human capital to the metropole. With fears over international security and domestic concerns, 
the colonies took on a “more centralized role in ‘national self-understanding’.”34 Multiple 
propagandist outlets including the press and the expositions worked to engrain in the minds of 
the public this connection between metropole and colonies as a way to reinforce the idea of 
Western superiority during this time of uncertainty.35 By focusing of the role of the colonies, the 
editors of newspapers such as La Croix hoped to reinforce the general message that the “west is 
not in decline.”36 This connection also supported the larger notion of Greater France, and through 
this discourse during the interwar period a “large sector of public opinion regarded a revitalized 
empire as the guarantor of international prestige and economic prosperity.”37  
The press attempted to highlight the union between the colonies and the metropole as a 
benefit of achieving Greater France. Both expositions and the press sought to “promote 
colonialism to the French public and to the world.”38 This promotion of Greater France came at a 
time of alarm over the demographic loses in France. Before the start of World War I, concerned 
citizens and politicians worried about the demographic loses amongst the French population 
dating back to the end of the eighteenth century. This led to a large pronatalist movement within 
France that began around the turn of the twentieth century and received a boost after the losses of 
World War I. One of the most active groups, the Alliance nationale pour l’accroissement de la 
population française (established in 1896) boasted as members prominent politicians such as 
Georges Clemenceau and Paul Reynaud. After France suffered the highest casualty percentages 
among the male population mobilized for the war, the Alliance and its members took their 
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pronatalist agenda to the national stage helping to pass a series of laws meant to curb the 
demographic loss in France.39 The fear over demographic loss proved so pressing; it led Prime 
Minister Georges Clemenceau in 1919 to reiterate the imperative need for the French to increase 
their birthrate and to produce large families.40 This declining birthrate directly correlated to the 
concern over the lack of French soldiers to defend the metropole. In an attempt to alleviate some 
fear over this declining birthrate, but by no means to diminish the pressing concern over the 
survival of the French race, the press once again turned to the colonies. While the press looked to 
the colonies, Clemenceau and his government worked to send colonial workers home, which 
inspired early anti-colonial groups like the North African Star. The editors of Le Figaro boasted 
of an empire of “a hundred million souls.”41 In the same issue, the editors praised “patriotic 
solidarity” and “fraternal union” which brought people to Paris to observe the “true image of 
whole France.”42 To view Greater France in this context meant viewing a nation comprised of 
many different peoples, even if racial hierarchies kept them separated, and above all a nation that 
sought to maintain the strength of the French race. 
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 This union remained the focus throughout the coverage of the expositions, with praise 
given to France, by the editors of Le Petit Parisien, as a “greater figure,” since “no nation has 
partnered with continuity in its colonial enterprise,” in the way that the France managed.43 
France represented the ideal empire above all other colonial powers that ever existed. The press 
hoped to “impress upon the French people the importance of the colonies to the health of 
France.”44 This need of the colonies to sustain a healthy France reflects interesting tension in the 
colonial relationship, whereas racial diversity often appeared as a weakness for France in this 
context it became a strength on which to draw. The expositions therefore worked to demonstrate 
to the public that only through unity was France able to maintain a significant global standing. 
After the end of the 1931 Exposition, the editors of Le Petit Parisien, reminisced on the effects 
of the exposition and declared that not only did the exposition serve as a “brilliant demonstration 
of achievements,” it was also a “great demonstration of unity.”45 In many ways this call for unity 
reflected the earlier union sacrée that brought together both the left and the right at the start of 
World War I in order to combat the threat of German aggression.46 This same search for unity 
could also be found in the 1922 Exposition, as the organizers of the exposition attempted to 
convince the population that in order to  
 rebuild one of the grandest nations in the world, there must be a union of its children 
 from every color. To realize this union, the French of Gaullist origin and the French from 
 the new overseas provinces must know each other and appreciate each other… This 
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 spectacle, under the luminous sun of Provence, will show that an injured France will be 
 healed and saved by its colonies.47 
 
The union of colonies and metropole saved France during the war and the government held to the 
belief that it would continue to do so as France worked to reaffirm its position in world affairs. 
 Coverage of the expositions praised the work of the Third Republic in not only 
maintaining the colonial empire but also expanding the empire into new territories. As Wilder 
argues, the Third Republic was responsible for changing “imperialism from a political 
inheritance into a state project,” out of which came events such as the colonial expositions.48 The 
editors of La Croix, who stood as ardent defenders of colonial expansion, particularly involving 
the work of missionaries, stated proudly “in the history of the colonial expansion of France, the 
Third Republic occupies a glorious place.”49 Others emphasized that only the Third Republic 
proved capable of ensuring “a colonial empire of unprecedented scale and reach.”50 The 
expositions reflected the campaign to unite domestic reform with colonial expansion as part of 
the larger goal of national renewal.51  
 Following the opening of the 1922 Exposition, the Minster of Overseas France, Albert 
Sarraut (1920-1924), gave a speech, in which he celebrated the work of French colonialism as an 
illustration of the “wisdom of its statesmen, the heroism of its warriors, its daring explorers, the 
foresight of its diplomats, the dedication of its staff, the fearlessness of its settlors.”52 Sarraut, a 
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member of the Radical Party, served as resident general of Indochina before the war and 
afterwards led the ministry of colonies and ministry of interior repeatedly. As Clifford Rosenberg 
argues, Sarraut more than anyone else “exerted more influence over French immigration, 
especially non-European immigration… in the interwar years.”53 During the 1931 Exposition the 
editors of Le Petit Parisien repeated this sentiment, praising the work of the “successive regimes 
that have ruled,” which allowed for the French Empire to expand and serve as a bulwark for the 
metropole during times of hardship and strife.54 The colonial empire, the editors hoped, would 
serve as a natural buffer against any hardships that may fall upon France and represented a 
source of opportunity for the expansion and exploitation of Greater France.  
 
Economic Worth of the Colonies 
 
 One way in which both the expositions and the press attempted to reinforce the 
importance of the colonies to the metropolitan public was through a focus on the apparent 
economic benefits the empire bestowed upon France. The economic concerns plaguing France 
during the interwar period brought into question whether the colonies represented a good 
economic investment. Attempting to assuage this fear, the organizers of the expositions and the 
press hoped to emphasize the colonies as a “source of vital resources contributing to the health of 
the French economy.”55 These vital resources included labor needed in the immediate postwar 
years to help rebuild France, and the trading partners needed in the early 1930s. As Wilder 
argues, the colonial markets became increasingly important for aging sectors of the French 
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economy such as textile and metallurgy. At the start of World War I the empire represented 
France’s third largest trading partner and by 1928 the empire secured the top spot. This transition 
occurred in part due to the economic interdependence that developed during and after the war as 
financial losses on investments in the Russian and the Ottoman Empires caused France to 
redirect capital towards the colonies.56 Investment in the colonies received support before the 
war and after due in part to the influential Union coloniale française, a small group of powerful 
businessmen and statesmen and the Fédération Intercoloniale, both of which acted “principally 
as lobbying groups for companies, banks, and various capital operations in the colonies.”57 The 
colonies became a foundation on which the French economy could be rebuilt during the interwar 
period and took on increasing importance as the Great Depression took hold in the years just 
prior to the 1931 exposition. 
 While economic interdependence increased in the interwar period, the close economic 
ties between the metropole and the colonies stretched back well into the nineteenth century.58 
Investing in the production of goods and resources from the colonies facilitated “rational 
economic development,” or mise en valeur.59 By investing in the colonies and providing them 
with the benefits of French civilization, the belief stood that the colonies would provide material 
goods in return to the metropole.60 Press coverage of both expositions stressed the importance of 
mise en valeur in the colonies, with the editors of Le Figaro declaring the colonies “admirable 
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centers of production and work.”61 The expositions embodied the economic prowess of the 
colonies, which led Lucien Dior, Minister of Commerce in 1922, to call for the organization of 
more frequent colonial expositions as “these expositions are one of the best builders of economic 
activity, they stimulate production, promote exchanges, and are no less useful from the 
standpoint of national trade than international relations.”62 In particular the decision to hold the 
1922 exposition in Marseille centered on the belief that it provided a “better environment for 
promoting new trade deals to build the economy.”63 The expositions thus served multiple 
symbiotic roles, as the education of the public could generate business for France. In order to 
best counter any anxieties regarding the strength of the French economy, the abilities of the 
colonies to consume and produce for the metropole took center stage. During the 1931 
exposition in particular, commercial pavilions erected for the event illustrated the “collaboration 
between commerce and the Empire.”64 
 Despite the economic resources and markets the colonies provided, the majority of the 
metropolitan population remained largely indifferent to the empire.65 While the organizers and 
press could tout the magnitude of the French Empire and the size of its populace, the economic 
worth of the colonies proved more difficult to convey. In part this reflected the general lack of 
public interest in “exploits abroad” and “unenthusiastic at the prospect of uncontrolled 
expenditures.”66 In order to justify the costs of the empire, the expositions needed to impress the 
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public with strong economic figures demonstrating the benefits of the continued colonial 
investment. In 1922, the editors of Le Figaro discussed the pavilion for West Africa and 
marveled at the tables that showed the increase in exports from the region growing from 71 to 
589 million between 1906 and 1922, while imports from France to West African swelled from 92 
million to 654 million in the same period.67 Figures such as these helped to break down the 
economic importance of the empire and the press then bombarded the public with this data. 
 The 1922 exposition promoted the economic benefits of the colonies in publications 
created to accompany the various pavilions. In the guide written by the General Government of 
Algeria, the reader was taken on a virtual tour of the pavilion. The agricultural potential and 
production of the colony took center stage within the first room of the pavilion highlighting the 
importance of these aspects to the French economy.68 This interest in the agricultural potential 
dates to before the 1830 conquest and represented one driving factor to colonization.69 Similar 
agricultural pursuits influenced how the French government approached Morocco during the 
protectorate period (1912-1956).70 The layout of the pavilion is significant as the colonies 
represented “essential suppliers of raw materials for domestic key industries,” and the layout 
forced the readers and the visitors to the pavilion to confront this immediately. 71 The guidebook 
continued this focus detailing how the exportation of wine and wheat from Algeria constituted 
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two of its most important commodities.72 Algerian farms, mostly owned by white colonists and 
worked by indigenous landless peasants, often forced to relinquish common land commandeered 
by the French, provided production of those products that the metropole lacked, allowing French 
industry to grow more rapidly.73 In this depiction, the colony is presented as an unending source 
of products for metropolitan France. 
 During the 1931 exposition the editors of Le Figaro repeated this same formula. The 
newspaper presented economic facts to the public in an attempt to impress upon readers the 
importance of the colonies. The newspaper informed readers that overall trade in 1871 only 
amounted to “600 million [francs]” and that currently trade within the Empire “reached 14 
billion [francs].”74 Once again these figures attempted to persuade the public that investment in 
the Empire yielded substantial returns for the nation and also highlighted the increased 
importance of trade within the empire. Unfortunately these numbers leave out the suffering that 
made such economic returns possible, thus presenting the public with a sanitized version of the 
colonies and the products produced. Particularly, the brutality of the colonization of Algeria, 
which witnessed aggressive and brutal warfare and massive land sequestrations that left the 
indigenous population, “with few defenses against the disease and famine that followed,” which 
led to millions of deaths.75 The French government and military also carried out massacres of the 
Algerian population resulting in the death of 800,000 Algerians.76 Despite the indifference from 
the general public, the organizers of the expositions and the press recognized the “strategic, 
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political, and economic value of the colonies, underscored by the 1914-1918 war and the 
financial crisis of 1929.”77 The wartime experience “reinforced the long-held colonial practice of 
exploiting indigenous labor,” and the press embraced this concept of mise en valeur triumphed 
during the 1920s and 1930s by men such as Albert Sarraut.78 The editors of the various 
newspapers conveniently overlooked exploitation and violence, instead focused on the perceived 
mutual benefits of economic interdependence.  
 The press also utilized the 1931 Exposition to discuss the interdependence between 
metropolitan and colonial markets. The colonial empire represented to the editors of Le Figaro a 
“burgeoning economic power” and the “biggest consumer…and the first of [France’s] suppliers” 
allowing for a “quarter of the total production of our cotton fabrics [to be] absorbed by outer 
France.”79 By consuming the products produced by the metropole, the colonies allowed the 
French economy to expand following the war. The markets of Africa, Indochina and Madagascar 
in particular greatly benefitted the metropolitan textile industry.80 In many ways this market 
interdependence reflected the relationship between India and Britain.81 The official guide for the 
pavilion of French Indochina boasted the economic power of the colonies with its population of 
20,000,000, which assured the colony “considerable economic activity.”82 The guide went on to 
detail the various sections of the Indochinese economy from agricultural production83 to its 
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industrial production and mining.84 All of these details attempted to convince the public not only 
that the empire produced for France, but also that the colonies remained sites of untapped 
potential and ready for the policies of mise en valeur.  
 The press also attempted to influence the public to purchase items produced with 
resources from the colonies. In one such instance Le Figaro championed the purchase of French 
made straw hats, as the material to create them originated in the colonies before making its way 
to industries in the metropole. Buying this product promoted “both our colonial commerce and 
our national workforce.”85 Investing in the production of goods and resources from the colonies 
facilitated mise en valeur. The exposition of 1931 demonstrated, for Le Petit Parisien, the 
“untold riches of [the] colonies, it puts more value in everything the metropole has done and can 
do for them.”86 This cycle of investment in the colonies, which in turn benefitted the metropole, 
which then invested more heavily in the colonies, represents one aspect of mise en valeur. The 
expositions and press thought they needed to endorse this economic cycle in order to sell it to the 
general public.  
 As the 1922 Exposition closed its doors, the editors of Le Petit Marseillais scolded the 
French public for not appreciating the economic benefits the colonies provided for the metropole. 
The paper asserted that, 
 The time has come to show the huge role it [the colonial empire] has played in the 
 economic development of our country and the knowledge of this vast colonial domain 
 that the public ignored despite the billions of francs in raw materials that our fellow 
 citizens overseas have provided during the five years of war and 800,000 men who 
 fought or served under our flag that became theirs.87 
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This passage not only reiterated the theme that the colonies provided a huge economic benefit to 
the metropole, but also touched upon the impact of the colonies on the war effort bringing the 
press in line with the goals of the exposition. This message once again hides the exploitive nature 
of mise en valeur and does not acknowledge the hardships experienced by the colonial subjects 
during the war and after. The newspaper instead presented the colonial subjects bravely serving 
the “flag that became theirs.” Nevertheless the economic bulwark the colonies provided after the 
war supported the idea of Greater France by presenting the colonies as a “reservoir of labor and 
military goods.”88 While French policymakers preferred filling labor shortages with French 
workers, the devastation of the war and the need to rebuild in its aftermath convinced leaders of 
the pressing need to satisfy these shortages by any means necessary. As Stovall argues, “if the 
French economy was to recover and prosper in the 1920s, someone would have to replace these 
lost Frenchmen in the nation’s workplace.”89 Reminding the public of this reservoir could help to 
alleviate the anxiety over the perceived economic weakness of France. With such a large reserve 
of labor power and raw materials the empire could help to sustain the French economy during the 
Great Depression, when France “turned to its colonies for funds, rather than the other way 
around.”90 
 
Pride in the Empire 
 
 With a focus on the political and economic might of the French Empire, the expositions 
and subsequent press coverage attempted above all to instill a sense of pride and ownership in 
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the empire via these elaborate physical reproductions. The French government during the 
interwar period “sought to inform public opinion about her vast colonial domain and to instill a 
certain image of the empire and its inhabitants.”91 One impetus for inspiring pride in the 
metropolitan population came in reaction to the general apathy the public held for the empire as 
mentioned before.92 The expositions sought to create a contrived depiction of the colonies from 
reproducing buildings such as Angkor Wat to bringing merchants and performers from the 
colonies to work the expositions in an attempt to shake the public from their indifferent attitude 
toward the empire. To inspire the public, the expositions created an idealized and sanitized 
colonial world. The press took up the mantel of instilling pride and ownership in readers who, as 
the editors of Le Figaro noted, had a “right to be proud of the progress of our colonies…the 
assistance they have given us during the war and the help we can ask them for our common 
defense.”93  
 As Lemaire and Blanchard point out, these “colonial representations brought every 
individual imaginary world to life, and the French were thus able to ‘domesticate’ their 
Empire.”94 This domestication of the empire worked in tandem with similar state projects to 
“integrate the nation, assimilate provinces, and constitute republican citizens.”95 Instilling pride 
amongst the French public in their empire meant presenting them with a rose-tinted view of the 
colonies and their inhabitants. Building support for the empire represented, as Lebovics argues, 
one of the “most sustained domestic efforts of contemporary national leaders… second only to 
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the cultivation of xenophobic nationalism.”96 Time, energy and money poured into these 
expositions and coverage of them as a means to create a sense of ownership of the colonies and 
pride in both France and the empire.  
 The expositions and the press sought to shape how the public perceived the colonies, so it 
could be celebrated. Persuading the metropolitan public to claim ownership over the colonies 
proved a long-standing difficulty for the state, as even during the height of colonial expansion in 
the 1880s and 1890s the enterprise did not receive “popular acclaim.”97 Not only should the 
public feel pride, the expositions and the press made it their right to feel this pride. 
Representations of the empire through these imaginary communities of the expositions provided 
the means by which the “imagined community” of the outré-mer and nation could be presented 
to the public.98 The imagined community presented to the public relied upon these contrived 
reproductions that presented an imaginary colonial world far removed from the reality of the 
empire. The work undertaken by the French government and people during the expansion of 
colonial empire manifested itself in these expositions, as testaments to the perceived greatness of 
the French civilization.  
 While the exposition of 1922 focused on the French Empire exclusively, the 1931 
exposition featured other colonial powers in addition to the pavilions for French colonies in a 
show of solidarity amongst colonial powers. The pavilions for the metropole and French colonies 
took center stage as indicated in the layout for the exposition as seen in figure 2.99 [Figure 2] The 
layout of the pavilions for the French colonies and metropole signaled the power and maturity of 
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the French empire to visitors.100 Organizers for both expositions marketed them as a way to see 
the world in a day.101 These representations of the colonies served as a window for the 
metropolitan population to glimpse the vast empire, even if this view failed to portray the nature 
of colonization. The expositions worked to transform the understanding of the empires from an 
abstract concept to a more tangible one. As Marshal Lyautey proclaimed during the opening of 
the 1931 exposition, “colonial conquest is an organization that works.”102 While these 
expositions supported a certain image it denied the reality of the colonization. 
 Coverage of the expositions stressed the greatness of France as a civilizing nation, one of 
the few great colonial powers left during the interwar period. As Bancel and Blanchard argue, an 
ideological attribute of French colonialism was “the sense that France, thanks to the ideology of 
a ‘civilizing mission’ was uniquely qualified in achieving it.”103 The press declared the colonial 
enterprise a “common fact in all great civilized peoples,” that resulted as a “consequence of the 
very development of modern civilization. It tends, by a natural movement, to constantly widen 
the reach of the activities and ideas of the people who are richest of work or thought.”104 The 
press endeavored to convince the public that their colonial enterprise was an unavoidable 
consequence of their greatness. Using the colonies as an example, the press worked with the 
general movement of the French government and the organizers of the expositions to “foster in 
the people of metropolitan France a feeling of legitimate pride, pride that was nourished by 
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concrete info.”105  Discussion of economic figures and the size of the French empire represented 
examples of the concrete info the expositions and the press attempted to convey to the general 
populace. 
 The details of the spread of French civilization and rule throughout the world frequently 
appeared in the press in an attempt to stir pride amongst the public. During the 1922 exposition 
this sentiment appeared in both Le Figaro and Le Petit Parisien. The editors marveled at the 
representations of the colonies where “France has expanded, not its brutal rule, but the influence 
of its civilization, its genius, its productive energies.”106 This view avoided placing any 
wrongdoing on behalf of the French during their colonial expansion. It supported an “image of 
peaceful colonization, fully accepted and understood by the vast majority of colonized people,” 
leading to the entrenchment of the ideology of a “civilizing mission within the French.”107 The 
press chose to present a sanitized view of colonialism to the public to bolster support and to 
disassociate French rule from the atrocities occurring in French colonies. 
 This focus on the supposed peaceful spread of colonialism came at a time of intensifying 
pressure from independence movements within the colonies and anti-colonial groups within the 
metropole.108 The events of World War I greatly influenced the beginning of the anti-colonial 
movement in France. Colonial soldiers that fought for France came away from the experience 
with a new relationship to the state providing them with new avenues to challenge colonial rule 
and with frustration over broken promises.109 Many colonial soldiers and workers who refused to 
return home following the war became involved in the anti-colonial movement in Paris, and 
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formed new organizations including the Union Intercoloniale (Intercolonial Union) 1921, the 
Ligue universelle pour la defense de la race noire (Universal League for the Defense of the 
Black Race) 1924, the Comité de défence de la race nègre (CDRN) 1926, the Ligue de defense 
de la race nègre (LDRN) 1927, and the Étoile nord-africaine (North African Star) 1929.110 The 
editors of Le Petit Parisien marveled at the “considerable work” undertaken to give insight in the 
“colonial endeavor painstakingly pursued and that has created the overseas empire, not enslaving 
people.”111 The editors ignored many aspects of colonization and instead sought to inspire pride 
amongst the French as peaceful rulers of a grateful overseas empire to sell a particular view of 
the empire that avoided any negative image of French rule. 
 Organizers of both expositions relied on the construction of idealized colonial lands as a 
means to both draw in the public and to instill a sense of pride in the lands they controlled. As 
Lebovics argues, the 1931 exposition “provided the French public, on both an existential and 
symbolic level, with the feeling that they had rights of ownership over all these marvels.”112 
Coverage of these expositions reinforced this sense of ownership by detailing the layout of the 
expositions and the various pavilions and people inhabiting the space. For those that could not 
attend the expositions, newspapers took the reader on a meticulous journey through each pavilion 
informing them of the many wonders of the French colonial empire.  
 Multiple newspapers praised both expositions for their reproduction of the colonial 
empire for the enjoyment of the metropolitan public. In 1922, the editors of Le Petit Marseillais 
boasted “nothing has been spared to give this illusion… where the whole of France wants to 
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admire the splendor of our colonies.”113 The editors presented the exposition as extremely 
popular with the crowds that were “very interested in the attractive and picturesque side of the 
great colonial manifestation.”114 The press attempted to persuade readers to attend and take part 
in the celebration of the empire by proclaiming the enjoyment of the crowds that already 
attended. By portraying the exposition as a success, the newspaper could convince readers not to 
miss out on this limited time event. 
 In a telegram published in Le Petit Marseillais from Albert Sarraut Minister of Overseas 
France to Adrien Artaud General Commissioner of the exposition, Sarraut praised the work of 
the exposition and claimed to be “very moved by this beautiful glorification of our colonial work 
and I cannot wait to find myself among you.”115 By including this telegram, the paper supported 
the work of Sarraut as Minister of Overseas France and used his approval and enjoyment as a 
means to bolster the public’s support and pride in the exposition. 
 The exposition of 1931 followed a similar strategy by reproducing the colonies in an 
idealized manner for public consumption. Organizers of the exposition created the event as a 
way to “bring the empire home to the metropole.”116 The exposition itself proved successful; 33 
million visitors passed through its gates.117 The sheer magnitude of the 1931 exposition 
astounded the press. In one political cartoon, the artist parodied the scope of the exposition by 
having a man and his son ask for directions to Greenland only to be told by an older gentlemen 
dressed in a military uniform, “nothing easier: cross Western Africa, turn behind Guadalupe, 
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pass Indochina on your right, cut by Oceania to your left… and you will land in Greenland.”118 
[Figure 3] This cartoon demonstrated the vastness of the empire and the exposition by listing all 
the lands controlled by France, represented by buildings in the background of the cartoon. The 
cartoon also sold the idea of seeing the empire in a day by listing all the different colonies 
visitors could experience as they made their way through the exposition. 
 The press supported the goal of making “imperialism an integral part of the French 
consciousness,” by laying out the “overseas domains for popular consumption.”119 The 
newspapers enticed their readers to attend the expositions by showing them various photographs 
of the pavilions and workers. One example, in La Croix, featured a photograph a street scene. 
The caption read,  
 
 Are we at the Colonial Exposition or the heart of mysterious and formidable Africa? We 
are, in fact, in Vincennes, but we believe ourselves transported to French West Africa, as 
Mr. Oliver and Mr. Lambert were able to recreate the local color and atmosphere of this 
colony.120 
 
The caption blurred the line between metropole and colony, demonstrating that the exposition 
could transport the visitor to the far-flung corners of the empire while keeping them safely within 
the confines of Paris.  
 
 The interwar period in France represented a time of renewed interest in the colonies and 
concern over domestic and international affairs including national decline, demographic losses, 
and France’s status in the world. The expositions and press coverage of them worked to sell an 
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idealized image of the empire to the public in an attempt to assuage their fears and to instill in 
them a sense of pride in the empire. The expositions focused on how the empire benefitted 
France economically and gave the nation an important position in world affairs. The economic 
benefits of the colonies as trading partners bolstered the French economy during the interwar 
while also helping the country maintain its status on the world stage. The press readily supported 
the positive aspects of the empire and colonization and remained disconnected from the reality of 
the colonial enterprise. The imaginary community of colonies presented by the expositions and 
the press attempted to connect the French public to the colonies and thus expand their own 
imagined community beyond the metropole to include a sanitized vision of the empire.  
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CHAPTER 2: DISPLAYING THE CIVILIZING MISSION 
 
 Displaying the successes of the civilizing mission, and by extension French universalism, 
to the metropolitan public represented a primary goal for the officials of both expositions. The 
idea of French universalism centers on the belief the nation’s republican traditions and culture 
could, and should, apply to all peoples.1 This universalism represents the “opposite of 
particularism, ethnic, religious, national, or otherwise.2 The colonized people represented one 
example of this particularism against which French Universalism could be defined. The Third 
Republic in particular elevated the civilizing mission and the spread of universalism to the level 
of official imperial doctrine.3 Given this lofty position of the civilizing mission, the press took 
care to highlight the ways in which both expositions demonstrated the spread of French 
civilization throughout the empire. During the latter half of the nineteenth century and the 
beginning of the twentieth century some French colonial policy makers genuinely believed that 
France “could and should exert her powerful civilizing influence on the under-developed nations 
of the world. After all, was not Paris the major civilizing city in Western civilization?”4 While 
there were policy makers who truly believed and those that understood this call to civilize as 
window dressing, this assumption that France needed to raise up the “under-developed” nations 
drove the civilizing mission.  
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 To demonstrate the successes of the civilizing mission, the expositions and the press 
turned to colonial workers and soldiers as representative of the ideal and safe colonial subject.5 
The press and expositions portrayed these colonial subjects as non-threatening and therefore 
different from their counterparts in the colonies. The depiction of these colonial workers and 
soldiers developed in part out of the concept of the model “native”. As Bancel and Blanchard 
argue, the model “native” represented the idealized colonial subject that stood at the “heart of 
colonial culture” and made his contributions to the “construction of his own destiny, a destiny 
that was ultimately being decided by the colonizer,” and represented an essential “role in the 
French colonial imaginary.”6 This chapter examines the ways in which the press displayed and 
celebrated the civilizing mission during both expositions, and how the colonial soldiers and 
workers at these events came to represent the success of the civilizing mission and the model 
“native”.  
 
Displaying and Celebrating the Civilizing Mission 
 
 In order to properly display and celebrate the civilizing mission, the expositions and the 
press needed to demonstrate the viability of the mission and the work still to accomplish. Focus 
on the civilizing mission though brought to light a glaring contradiction. As Patricia Morton 
argues, 
 The colonized peoples had to be proved barbarous to justify their colonization, but the 
 mission civilisatrice required that they be raised above this savagery. If the colonized 
 peoples acquired too much civilization and became truly assimilated to la mère-patrie, 
 colonization could no longer be defended, having fulfilled its mission.7 
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This contradiction exemplifies a larger tension, as Amelia Lyons argues, between the universal 
and the particular in France, as the two are “at once incompatible and inextricably linked.”8 In 
order to maintain the civilizing mission and by extension French universalism, the Other needed 
to be defined and kept separate.9 The expositions and press needed to demonstrate to the public 
that the mission succeeded in bringing French civilization to the far-flung empire, but at the same 
time that the colonial populations could not truly transcend their perceived savagery. Morton 
explains that in the 1931 exposition, the organizers of the event attempted to circumvent this 
contradiction by constructing pavilions that represented the colonies on the outside as still savage 
and uncivilized, while on the inside displaying the achievements of the French in civilizing the 
colonial population.10 The officials of the 1931 exposition sought to “reflect the beneficial 
progress of la mission civilisatrice by means of scientific, authentic exhibitions, rather than 
vulgar, exotic entertainments.”11 Coverage of the 1931 exposition, by Le Figaro, discussed the 
display of “statistics, dioramas and bas-reliefs relating to the development of medical and social 
assistance to the colonial populations and the uninterrupted increase in the production of these 
colonies.”12 Similar goals drove the 1922 exposition, which utilized displays, pamphlets and 
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colonial peoples brought from their homeland to work the exposition as proof of the constructive 
outcome of the civilizing mission in each country.  
 At the start of the 1922 exposition, the press focused on the union between the colonies 
and the metropole and the benefits and mutual gains both enjoyed from the civilizing mission. In 
a speech given by Albert Sarraut he spoke of the creation of a “brotherhood of man,” and the 
work France undertook through its “civilizing genius” resulting in the “riches of distant 
continents.”13 Here again, we see the mise en valeur that France brought with colonization. This 
brotherhood of man reflected a larger movement during the 1920s to ignore existing tensions 
within the empire and promote the image of a colonial population that “submitted willingly to 
French civilization and the benefits of the ‘civilizing mission’.”14 Sarraut’s expression of 
gratitude to the colonial subjects in not only protecting the French homeland, but in wanting to 
“continue the great enterprise [France] started,” supported this image of the grateful colonial 
subject.15 The press argued that World War I gave “new impetus to the development of our 
colonies and the civilizing work pursued by France among our protected colonial populations.”16 
As Bancel and Blanchard argue, the war demonstrated the importance of the colonial populations 
and how these populations, like other resources from the colonies, represented a source of wealth 
and could be utilized for war efforts and labor. These populations, Bancel and Blanchard 
continue, needed protection from sickness and subversive ideas and benefits from French 
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education, and above all needed to be molded and reproduced for a stronger empire and 
metropole.17  
 Media coverage of the expositions worked to downplay any negative consequences of 
colonial expansion in order to support the idea of the civilizing mission. Janet Horne argues that 
officials entrusted the 1931 exposition with the goal of “reviving the colonial ideal in the service 
of national renewal,” a goal pursued by the organizers of the 1922 exposition as well in order to 
revive the idea of the civilizing mission and its assumed beneficial effects as a positive force.18 
For La Croix, the 1931 exposition represented not an “exhibition of trophies or a slave market,” 
but rather argued for an understanding of “colonization as exercising a higher mission 
[spreading] human brotherhood.”19 This description of the 1931 exposition reveals another 
contradiction within the civilizing mission. While the civilizing mission represented an aspect of 
French colonial culture that relied upon racial hierarchies and prejudice, official colonial 
propaganda promoted universalistic ideals.20 As Tyler Stovall argues, French universalism 
stressed the “color-blind nature of national identity” and that to be French was a matter of 
“culture and adherence to Republican values.”21  
 The press appeared to celebrate “respect for the peoples of the overseas territories,” when 
in reality the underlying message of both expositions and the coverage of them worked instead to 
produce pride in the French and their “empire of subject races that provided labor for their 
civilized tutors.”22 The editors of the newspapers portrayed people of the empire as enamored 
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with the capital and the metropole, at the same time French authorities worked tirelessly to 
deport North African colonial subjects from France following the end of the war.23 French police 
forces also set up elaborate surveillance operations to watch over colonial migrants in the 
metropole during the interwar period.24 Depictions during the 1920s and 1930s of the colonial 
empire stressed both difference and domestication among the colonial subjects.25 As Tyler 
Stovall argues, “French colonialism…not only relied upon racial privilege in the maintenance of 
the civilizing mission; it also articulated the distinction between the French and the natives in 
terms of racial identity.”26 This difference and domestication of the colonial subjects in part 
influenced the development of the concept of the model “native”.27 In this way the workers and 
soldiers brought from the colonies served as living trophies of the model native and the civilizing 
mission. 
 Celebration of the civilizing mission appeared in coverage of both expositions. In 1922 
the press focused on the benefits France bestowed on its colonial subjects and the gratitude the 
colonials felt towards France in return. The colonial subjects received praise as part of a larger 
shift in the understanding of the colonies following the war. Massive waves of conscripted 
infantrymen and workers from the colonies led to the creation of a new colonial character, this 
character evolved from “savage” into the “adopted child of ‘Greater France’,” leading to a shift 
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in one of the major themes of French colonial culture.28 Le Figaro portrayed France as a friend 
of the colonies who “brought to the indigenous the beneficial lights of science and law.”29 This 
depiction placed the colonial people in the role of grateful beneficiary of French civilization. 
Coverage of the 1931 exposition by La Croix stressed the belief that “the indigenous policy” was 
“a policy of respect.”30 The press also stressed that the interaction between the French and their 
colonial subjects benefitted both those overseas and the metropolitan French at home. The 
editors of Le Petit Parisien presented the 1931 exposition as proof of an “interpenetration of 
races and civilizations,” bringing together the Western world and the colonies. The assumption 
continued that whenever “there is contact between the white and the other, between Western 
civilization and the other, a kind of osmosis occurs for the benefit of all.”31 To support this claim 
of mutual osmosis, the editors presented the renovation of indigenous art from North Africa, 
West Africa and Madagascar as prime examples. This belief in the mutually beneficial nature of 
the civilizing mission represented merely an invention of the French government. Events such as 
the expositions and subsequent media coverage perpetuated this invention and worked to present 
the colonies in an idealized form.32 
 The assumed gratitude of the colonial subjects and success of the civilizing mission 
served as a foundation upon which both expositions endeavored to build a “communal feeling of 
solidarity” among the French colonies. The hope remained that those colonial subjects brought to 
work at the expositions or those who visited would “feel a surge of pride in belonging to such a 
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glorious enterprise.”33 The editors of Le Figaro wrote of large crowds of people from the 
colonies and the metropole visiting the 1922 exposition, “whose destiny around the world, was 
entrusted to the tutelary hands of France.”34 In this way colonial subjects from across France’s 
vast empire remained connected to one another through the goal of the French civilizing mission. 
During the 1931 exposition, press coverage of the event presented the crowds of enthusiastic 
visitors as proud of the empire and this expression of its power. The exposition allowed for a 
mixing of different peoples, for various individuals to “rub shoulders” with one another. Visitors 
it appeared to the editors Le Petit Parisien, “whatever the color of his skin, the extent of his 
knowledge or conditions of life, never felt homesick there.”35 The press presented visitors as 
wanting to stay and celebrate the empire’s achievements both in the metropole and abroad. Both 
the organizers of the exposition and the press supported this idea that those colonial subjects 
visiting the events would experience pride in belonging to such a great endeavor.  
 To further exemplify the work of the civilizing mission, Le Petit Parisien featured a 
speech given by Blaise Diagne, at the time the Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies and the 
first Sub-Saharan African elected to the French Chamber of Deputies. In this speech, Diagne 
spoke of the villages “lost in the remote bush, huddled in paddy fields or framed to the shore of 
ocean, awakening to new thoughts,” brought about by the effect of the French civilizing mission. 
He continued on, praising the “feeling of close solidarity in all domains, bringing together in an 
unfailing way colonizer and colonized.”36 Diagne closed his speech by greeting the head of state 
on behalf of colonial men from around the empire. By featuring Diagne’s speech, the paper 
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presented a model colonial subject, an evolvé serving as proof of the system’s validity, that the 
most brilliant of the colonial subjects could be integrated into the metropole.37 As Wilder 
explains, Diagne “embodied the establishment politics of an earlier group of West African elites 
committed to cultural assimilation and political equality,” and appeared to serve as proof of the 
success of French universalism.38 Diagne earned his place by embracing French universal culture, 
however this culture kept him from assimilating completely into French society. At most he 
could only hope to achieve association, for as Stovall argues, “the natives could not become 
French precisely because France was defined as white.”39 
 Coverage of the 1931 exposition focused on the association of the colonial subject with 
French society through the civilizing mission. In particular, the editors of Le Figaro discussed 
how the civilizing mission attempted to “correct its [the colonial populations] traditional 
institutions without upsetting them,” in order to create an ideal, if unachievable, colonial subject 
and to prepare them for a “gradual emancipation that makes them the subjects of yesterday, 
today a partner, and a citizen of tomorrow.”40 Creating citizens of tomorrow from the colonial 
subjects of the day reflected yet another contradictory element of the press coverage and 
expositions. Organizers needed to both “present the colonized Other as a future (adopted) citizen 
of ‘Greater France’ and to recognize and perpetuate racial difference.”41 Nevertheless the press 
presented the civilizing mission as leading to the eventual granting of full citizenship on evolved 
colonial subjects such as Diagne and others that embraced French tutelage. These individuals 
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while accepting French universalism continued to represent the tension between universalism 
and particularism as even their “evolved” status did not divorce them from their Otherness.  
 Press coverage attempted to convince the public that the colonial populations embraced 
French civilization and that the interaction between France and those deemed lesser races 
ultimately proved unavoidable. Le Petit Parisien argued that a “savage” people sooner or later 
came into contact with a highly civilized population, such as the French, resulting in the 
“barbarian” acquiring the “material and moral progress of the civilized.”42 The achievements of 
the civilizing mission thus came from this inevitable interaction between colonizers and 
colonized, in this way the French could not avoid nor turn back from this burden to uplift their 
colonial subjects. The editors of Le Figaro acknowledged this unavoidable duty, evoking the 
idea of the white man’s burden, by claiming the French “are delighted to walk in unknown and 
mysterious lands.” The colonial subjects, on the other hand, would never have initiated the 
process; they “do not venture far from their hut or palace.”43 The press positioned the French as 
ideally suited to carry out a civilizing mission and had to by virtue of their more civilized nature 
to go into these exotic lands in order to spread the French way of life. By supporting the goals of 
the civilizing mission, the press supported the larger goals of the Third Republic. As Hale argues, 
the Third Republic sought to “uplift the other ‘races’, [proclaim] the cultural supremacy of 
France, and push for modernization.”44  
 While the civilizing mission received praise across most of the press, the editors of 
L’Humanité stood as the staunch opponent to its spread and mocked the perceived positive 
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results for the colonial subjects. During the 1931 exposition, the editors mocked the “exotic 
masquerade” occurring in Vincennes, arguing that the exposition only served to “develop the 
‘imperial consciousness’ in the masses.”45 The exposition provided a false image of life in the 
colonies, and instead presented a façade in the hopes of convincing visitors that the French 
civilizing mission brought only benefits to the metropole and the colonies, while ignoring the 
hardship and reality of life for countless colonial subjects.  
 Mockery of the exposition also took on the form of political cartoons, one of which 
presented French officials as the objects of fascination in a reproduction of an African village. 
[Figure 4] A sign over the village proclaimed “Safely come and see real cannibals!” to which one 
of the men remarks “Hey! So Lyautey and Pasquier are in a cage?”46 Pierre Pasquier was the 
governor-general of Vietnam (1928-1934), while Marshall Lyautey served as general 
commissioner of the exposition. This cartoon turned the image of the stereotyped cannibal on its 
head, on one level making the French officials fill that role, on another it mocked the erroneous 
beliefs about Africans. While it mocked the idea of African cannibals, it also perpetuated the 
notion of the savage. While the communist editors remained steadily anti-imperialist, this 
cartoon demonstrated that even those in the anti-colonial camp often shared some of the pro-
colonial movements “most fundamental cultural assumptions,” one of which being the “primitive” 
nature of colonial culture.47 Portraying French colonial leaders as savages ensured that someone 
filled the role of savage in order for the relationship between colonizers and colonized to work.  
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 The image of the savage, the particular against which French universalism stood 
juxtaposed, remained an important element of many political cartoons involving the 1931 
exposition. Images of the cannibalistic savage from the nineteenth century did not disappear 
during the interwar period but instead formed a foundational element in the burgeoning national 
identity, as an “inversed effigy of the civilized, white and Catholic Man.”48 In one cartoon an 
African woman performed a dance while dressed in the popular attire of contemporary European 
women. [Figure 5] Two men looking on ask her, “Where did you learn this dance of the savage?” 
to which she replied, “At the Colonial Exposition in Paris.”49 The woman embodied the 
civilizing mission, picking up the latest fashion and learning an invented unauthentic dance at the 
exposition, which causes her to appear as strange in the eyes of her compatriots. The editors of 
L’Humanité use this woman and her strange dance to critique the image of the expositions as a 
good representation of the colonies. At the same time though the editors make use of the image 
of the savage and thus utilize the colonial language they attempted to reject.50 Around the same 
time a similar cartoon appeared in Le Petit Parisien in which a group of sub-Saharan Africans 
remark about a group dancing by them, “What a bore! They do not stop dancing… since they 
learned the rumba…. In Paris!”51 [Figure 6] Both cartoons presented similar events, however, in 
L’Humanité the display of French dances among the colonial population is alarming while in Le 
Petit Parisien the dance, while annoying to the natives, appeared as a harmless consequence of 
the exposition.  
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 While the editors in L’Humanité remained critical of the exposition, they also focused on 
daily life in the colonies as way to highlight how colonial subjects endured colonization. Prior to 
the start of the exposition, the editors highlighted tales of whole villages looted and in flames, the 
“terrible massacres of the conquest of Tonkin, Madagascar, Dahomey, Senegal, Indochina and 
Morocco.”52 While the 1931 exposition presented a sterilized version of the colonies, the editors 
of L’Humanité ensured the reality of life in the colonies received attention. As the exposition 
came to a close, the editors once again lamented the “tragic Vietnamese murdered in his paddy 
field by the legionnaire,” and “the ‘Arabs’ of Algeria that shoot against the looting settlers who 
steal their land.”53 Despite their best efforts to bring the plight of colonial subjects to the 
attention of metropolitan French, the editors of L’Humanité remained a small but vocal minority. 
 
The Colonial Soldier 
 
 As part of the press’ effort to highlight the success of the civilizing mission, the majority 
of the newspapers wrote at great length about the presence of colonial soldiers during the 
celebration of both expositions. The press presented these soldiers as proud national heroes, as a 
non-threatening version of the colonial man. The colonial soldier also represented another 
contradiction at the heart of both the expositions and the press. As Richard Fogarty argues, the 
use of colonial soldiers raised a great paradox,  
 if France was such a powerful nation, if its moral and military superiority were such that 
 it had every right to rule over distant lands and peoples in its colonial empire, why then 
 did it need these peoples to save it from defeat at the hands of the Germans? This 
 apparent need for help from the subject peoples, as well as the site of large parts of 
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 France devastated and prostrate before the invading German army, was subtly, but 
 deeply, destabilizing to the colonial order.54 
 
This paradox was not lost on the press or the organizers of the expositions, and both worked to 
present the colonial soldier as a symbol of “the close and mutually beneficial relationship 
between France and its overseas possessions.”55 The use of colonial soldiers represented a 
destabilization in racial and colonial hierarchies. To help counteract this destabilization the press 
used the popular image of the colonial soldier as the symbol of French unity and a product of the 
civilizing mission overseas. 
 World War I represented a major shift in the image of the colonial subject, who became 
an ardent defender of the French homeland. Three important figures appeared during the conflict: 
the tirailleur, the name given to light infantry recruited from the colonies whose “savage” nature 
provided a countermeasure to German savagery, the North African cavalier who perpetuated the 
idea of the “Arab” warrior who strikes fear in others, and lastly the figure of the “Indochinese 
man” who could not serve as a reliable combatant and was instead relegated to the role of 
industrial laborer.56 These three images dominated the display of these groups during the 
expositions and media coverage of them. The participation of colonial soldiers in World War I 
represented in the minds of many French citizens a payment for a “blood tax” (impôt du sang) 
the colonial subjects incurred by enjoying the “privilege of living under enlightened French 
rule.”57 The war allowed for new types of contact between metropolitan French and colonial 
peoples, either between fellow “soldiers” or “in the villages where colonial regiments were 
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stationed” and helped to “reorient the image of those colonized, by relegating their reputation for 
‘savagery’ to the background and praising their good-natured side.”58  
 During the 1922 exposition, many articles stressed the importance of the colonies during 
the war effort. The press celebrated the apparent pride with which the colonial subjects rushed to 
the aid of France during the war. Over the course of the war roughly 800,000 colonial 
“volunteers, black and yellow, rushed from the colonies to the motherland in danger.”59 These 
“volunteers” refer to colonial subjects conscripted by France to serve either on the front lines or 
in factories. This forced recruitment of a large segment of the male population to fight for France 
damaged African societies, and helped to spark further resistance to colonial rule.60 Colonial 
soldiers that fought for France interacted with French citizens in new ways, particularly with 
women, something that did not occur in the more rigid hierarchies established in the colonies.61 
These 800,000 “volunteers” represented roughly 597,000 combatants and 198,000 workers.62 
Popular belief prior to and during the war advanced the idea that serving France in the military 
represented a privilege for colonial subjects allowing them to open new doors of association with 
the metropole and perhaps even obtaining citizenship.63 
 Throughout the 1922 exposition the press worked to further emphasize the positive 
impact of the “native soldier and his indispensability to France,” and to highlight the colonial 
soldier as an integral part of French military prowess and as a harmless threat to the metropolitan 
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population.64 The soldiers represented the success of the civilizing mission as he transcended part 
of his nature in order to protect France. As Gregory Mann argues, colonial soldiers’ contributions 
earned them a “limited place in the body politic, perched between citizen and subject. French 
ideas about the nation’s debt to veterans intersected with ideas about patron/clientage that was 
extremely strong in post-slavery West Africa.”65 To highlight this, Le Petit Marseillais covered 
how colonial soldiers took part in the celebration of the 1922 exposition serving as honor guards 
such as one group of “proud Moroccan infantrymen, all decorated with the cross of war.”66 The 
press promoted the image of the proud colonial soldier sacrificing all for France and being 
rewarded for doing so with high military honors. 
 The image of the proud colonial soldier as a product of France’s civilizing mission 
continued in 1931 with further praise given to various groups that served as honor guards for 
French officials or who paraded through the exposition showing their “support” of the French 
empire. This push to popularize the image of the devoted colonial soldier came at a time when 
demobilized African soldiers returned to their villages. These tirailleurs “posed a chronic 
disciplinary problem,” in the colonies.67 As colonial officials struggled to maintain order 
amongst returning indigenous soldiers, in the metropole these soldiers received high praise and 
honor including military parades to thank them for their efforts. The treatment of these soldiers 
in the metropole and overseas represents yet another example of the contradiction between the 
reality of the colonies and the vision of the colonies presented to the metropolitan public by the 
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expositions and the press, and the complexity of French action and motivation in terms of its 
empire. 
 Prior to the opening of the 1931 exposition, the editors of Le Figaro praised the 
Vietnamese soldiers who “helped to direct the placement of lighting [on the reproduction of 
Angkor Wat] and examined its effects on the reproduction.”68 In this case the editors went 
beyond simply celebrating the soldiers’ efforts during the war and their perceived civilized 
behavior, and positioned them as active participants in the production of the exposition and the 
French empire by helping to finish the construction. Presenting the soldiers in this way ensured 
that the metropolitan population could not easily question their loyalty and love of France. Prior 
to the inauguration of the 1931 exposition, the editors of Le Figaro discussed how colonial 
troops formed part of the honor guard that led in various French officials and the head of state.69 
On the day of inauguration these colonial troops formed part of the escort for the President of the 
Republic leading him on a tour through the exposition grounds.70 Serving as the honor guard for 
high-ranking government officials and coverage of this helped to further emphasize the 
important role colonial soldiers played in demonstrating the effects of the civilizing mission and 
its importance to the French empire. 
 Throughout the opening days of the 1931 exposition, colonial soldiers took part in 
military parades honoring both themselves and the empire as a whole. These military parades 
during the exposition exemplified one of the ways by which the colonial subjects could make 
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their presence known to the metropolitan population.71 Following speeches by governmental 
officials at the exposition, colonial troops marched past enthusiastic crowds representing “French 
and Tunisian marines, Indochinese riflemen and magnificent Senegalese.”72 These soldiers took 
part in events throughout the exposition including the unveiling of a large monument named “To 
the Glory of the Colonies,” in which the editors of La Croix spoke highly of the military parade 
comprised of “colonial soldiers of the Exposition, colonial infantry and the marines.”73 The press 
linked the participation of the colonial soldiers with the celebration and glorification of the 
empire and the civilizing mission. The “loyal service of the troupe indigènes” during the war 
appeared to justify this celebration and the success of the civilizing mission.74 Colonial soldiers 
received special mention and attention by the press more so than their French counterparts that 
also participated in these events. 
 The press praised the participation of the colonial soldiers in various events throughout 
the exposition. The editors of La Croix acknowledged the involvement of Indochinese, 
Madagascan, North African and West African troops in the many military parades held to honor 
both the colonial soldiers and the 1931 exposition. In particular the editors focused on the 
uniforms of the soldiers, remarking that the sight of so many colonial soldiers in full uniforms 
was an “admirable” look.75 By the time of the 1931 exposition the sight of colonial soldiers in 
military parades proved a common occurrence for the metropolitan public, especially in Paris. 
The use of colonial soldiers in national celebrations such as Bastille Day and Armistice Day and 
during visits by high-ranking government officials such as Albert Sarraut helped to familiarize 
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the French public with the men who helped sustain the nation during World War I.76 Despite the 
appearance of these colonial soldiers in the metropole following the end of the war, as historian 
Goerg argues, their success in captivating the public stemmed primarily from their “shimmering 
uniforms or their exotic tones” while “genuine contact with the population remained extremely 
limited.”77 These exotic tones permeated the press coverage of both expositions.  
 Coverage of the 1931 exposition stressed the importance of the colonial soldiers as 
protectors of France and the civilizing mission. To the editors of Le Figaro these soldiers stood 
resolutely against great odds never shrinking from “any sacrifice, continuing to defend and 
improve from year to year, ‘Greater France’.”78 Colonial soldiers that fought in the war and 
participated in the staging of these expositions represented symbols of “devotion to the nation” 
by defending France during those “years of critical need.”79 The press continuously reminded the 
metropolitan public of the sacrifices of the colonial soldiers during the war while glossing over 
issues of race that influenced the interaction of these colonial soldiers with their fellow French 
combatants and French citizens within the metropole. With the war an immediate memory in 
1922 and becoming more distant by 1931, these colonial soldiers served as reminders of the war 
and became symbols of “nostalgia, fraternity, and integration.”80 By participating in the war and 
achieving an assumed level of “fraternity and integration” with the French public, these soldiers 
represented the pinnacle of the civilizing mission as they transcended their nature and became an 
imitation of French ideas and practices.  
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Colonial Workers at the Expositions 
 
 The press coverage of colonial workers brought to France to help construct and work the 
expositions walked a fine line, much like the focus on colonial soldiers, and attempted to 
convince those in the metropole that the overseas populations provided a benefit for France and 
therefore were not a threat. While the press attempted to convey the image of the non-threatening 
colonial workers at the expositions, the government under Clemenceau worked tirelessly to 
deport colonial subjects from France following the war, placed restrictions on immigration, and 
reneged on promise of citizenship to colonial soldiers.81These individuals brought from the 
colonies to work at the expositions provided living proof of the supposed accomplishments of the 
civilizing mission and served to animate the expositions in order to create an artificial 
environment for French visitors.82 The organizers of the expositions kept these colonial workers 
under careful watch and ensured their segregation from the public and white French workers, 
whose jobs they could not threaten while working only at the expositions. This desire to animate 
the expositions followed a trend during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries of displaying 
colonial subjects in exhibits and expositions. The center of these displays typically involved a 
reproduction of an African village complete with “straw huts, artisan products, exotic plants, and 
real life Africans,” and individuals engaged in non-threatening work.83 Exposition officials 
claimed these individuals embodied a true representation of life in the colonies. 
 The reproduction of faraway lands staffed by indigenous workers played a central role in 
both expositions. These men and women embodied the latest manifestation of the human zoo, 
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common in the early twentieth century. According to Blanchard, Bancel and Lemaire, these 
human zoos placed colonial people on display for Western audiences. Visitors could gawk at 
their perceived exotic nature; these zoos represented an important example of how years of 
scientific racism entered popular venues where the public consumed it.84 The press presented the 
workers on display at both expositions as eager volunteers and loyal subjects. As Ezra argues, 
colonial workers employed at both expositions, much like colonial workers in French factories, 
lived and worked in the same space “stationed in front of a moving assembly line, they remained 
fixed before the stream of visitors filing past them.”85 The colonial workers at the expositions 
who lived and worked in their individual pavilions shared at least one element of life with other 
colonials living in France; both often lived segregated lives in “work battalions separated by 
nationality.”86 These colonial workers could not interact freely with the metropolitan population 
due in part to the concern amongst governmental officials that such contact would help to 
destabilize colonial hierarchies that relied on a strict separation between colonial subjects and the 
French colonizer.87 This separation enabled contact between colonial peoples and visitors to the 
exposition to occur only in specified zones that served to reinforce the coercive and racial nature 
of the colonial relationship and the idea of the happy colonial subject.88 In order to maintain the 
illusion of the empire carefully constructed by the officials of both expositions controlled the 
movements and appearance of the colonial workers. 
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 During the 1922 exposition, colonial workers received less attention from the press than 
colonial soldiers. The editors of Le Petit Parisien acknowledged that “indigenous workers 
mingle with French staff,” showing that some interaction did occur between colonial workers 
brought to the exposition and their French counterparts.89 This interaction, however, only 
occurred between French staff and colonial workers, not between colonial workers and the larger 
French population. Colonial workers brought to construct and staff the expositions demonstrated 
the “tremendous need of the wartime economy heightened the demand for workers” from the 
colonies that remained in demand after 1919 to help reconstruct postwar France.90 The French 
government attempted to restrict immigration following the end of the war but began to open up 
several French industries by the early 1920s to non-French workers, many of whom came from 
the colonies.91 The interaction between colonial workers and French staff at the 1922 exposition 
stood in stark contrast to events occurring outside the exposition where French politicians fearing 
“ethnic incompatibility,” prevented colonial workers from integrating into France and had many 
of them expelled from the metropole.92 As Stovall argues, colonial workers were “criticized for 
taking French jobs, consorting with French women, [and] breaking strikes,” which caused 
anxiety amongst the French working class.93 Fear regarding a large colonial population 
remaining in France served as one of the many reasons the Paris police began to shift their 
attention to the regulation of people by national origins almost a decade before the rest of 
Europe.94  
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 With large numbers of colonial subjects forced to leave the metropole by Clemenceau’s 
government following the war, the press coverage of the 1922 exposition by Le Petit Marseillais 
bolstered the view that the workers at the exposition both enjoyed and celebrated constructing 
and staffing the exposition. Workers from all over the empire including “two hundred 
Vietnamese, one hundred Moroccan, many Senegalese, Mauritanians, Tunisians and Algerians,” 
worked “feverishly night and day to arrange their sections.”95 These workers endeavored to 
complete their sections of the exposition, working morning and night in apparent support of the 
expositions goals. The portrayal of these workers by the press highlights the contradictions in 
French universalism. The French public largely “rejected ‘exotic’ and/or colonial populations,” 
while on the other hand the colonial edifice relied upon “melting pot ideology.”96 The press 
embraced this melting pot ideology by praising the colonial workers despite the hostility towards 
them from the French public. At the closing of the 1922 exposition, these same workers received 
further admiration from the press and the officials of the expositions for the work they carried 
out over the course of the event. In the courtyard of the pavilion for French West Africa, various 
French politicians presented the “indigenous of the exposition [with] a medal for their 
participation in this national event.”97 The awarding of a medal to the colonial workers served to 
recognize them for their service and to remind metropolitan French of their loyalty. 
 With the opening of the 1931 exposition, the press concentrated on the colonial workers 
brought to the metropole to help staff and construct the various pavilions. As Morton argues, 
these “colonial subjects brought to the exposition to work constituted a human zoo even if 
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Lyautey and his officials attempted to avoid vulgar exoticism in their staging of the 
exposition.”98 These workers represented little more than human displays for the entertainment 
of the visiting public even if they walked about freely. Lyautey and his officials hoped these men 
and women would demonstrate the “advances of the civilizing mission,” one of the overall goals 
of the exposition itself.99 The achievements of the civilizing missions allowed for, according to 
the organizers of the exposition, the exchange of goods and ideas with “well-off, free, and happy 
people.”100 These workers while presented by the press and expositions as benefiting from 
French universalism, in fact maintained a distinct, separate, and particular sphere from their 
French counterparts. Many of the pavilions, including the display of colonial subjects drew upon 
the success of the 1922 exposition and mimicked the immersive feel that event achieved in 
Marseille. 
 The press coverage of the colonial workers highlighted how these individuals served, as 
Furlough argues, as “living ethnological exhibits,” and “crucial markers of exoticized and 
hierarchical difference within Greater France” and stood as the particular against which French 
universalism built itself on.101 The editors of Le Petit Parisien wrote fondly of the “blacks of 
French Guiana” practicing in front of their huts “the dances they will present the day of the 
inauguration.”102 These colonial subjects appear dedicated to the exposition and in celebrating its 
inauguration and exposition officials expected these workers to perform tasks and rituals while at 
all times wearing their “native costumes.”103 The organizers of the exposition wanted to present 
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an authentic representation, authentic in the eyes of Europeans, of the colonies and forced the 
workers to perform their jobs in what the officials determined as traditional clothing. 
 The appeal of the colonial worker represented but one example of a larger movement 
during the interwar period in which “exotic cultures seemed all the rage among not only the 
intelligentsia but appreciable segments of the broader public as well.”104 With the arrival of black 
American jazz musicians in 1918 and the success of the Revue nègre and Josephine Baker in 
1925, this individuals were Orientalized, dismissing the distinctions between African and 
African American culture. After the horror of war, a war that questioned Europe’s claims of 
civilization, people embraced an imagined vision of the savage. As a result the empire and all 
things exotic exploded in popularity in Paris and throughout Europe.105 At the exposition, the 
coverage of the Cambodian dancers focused on the exotic, which the editors of Le Petit Parisien 
described as emphasizing, “the taste that is in all of us for everything that comes from very far 
away and represents manners and customs not ours.”106 The officials of the 1931 exposition 
presented the Cambodian dancers, forced to wear a “native costume” and barred from wearing 
any European style clothing, as authentic when in reality they represented merely the European 
vision of Cambodian culture.107 This emphasis on presenting the exotic and primitive nature of 
the colonial peoples along with the message of the exposition and the press that the French 
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civilizing mission worked represented the fine line walked between displaying the colonials as 
uplifted but still different, another contradiction in universalism. 
 The press continuously reinforced the image of the proud colonial subject that willingly 
worked for the success of both the 1931 exposition and the French state.  The editors of Le 
Figaro wrote of a strange “fever” among the colonial workers that caused them to walk around 
“proud of the task accomplished.”108 The strangeness of this fever, in the eyes of the editors, 
reflected a prevailing belief in the “infinite peculiarity” and “queerness” of the orient.109 These 
workers represented one example of the exoticism that permeated interwar France regarding the 
colonies. The workers, much like the exposition pavilions, occupied a specific spot in the 
evolutionary hierarchy, which “corresponded to their capacity for development and to their 
current achievements.”110 Their ability to construct the pavilions for the 1931 exposition and 
their pride in this accomplishment appeared to demonstrate their advancement under French 
tutelage. 
 Following the close of the exposition the editors of Le Petit Parisien featured a political 
cartoon that neatly summed up the overall impression the press had of the colonial workers who 
helped to construct and staff the 1931 exposition. The cartoon entitle “Unanimous Regrets” 
featured a forlorn African man walking past a group of his townsfolk. [Figure 7] They remarked 
upon seeing him: “I find him more black than when he left. Yes, he mourns the exposition.”111 
On the surface the cartoon assumed this individual, who represented the model native, was sad to 
return to his colony and leave the splendor of Paris and the metropole. This imagined experience 
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of one solemn individual returning from the exposition contrasted with the argument put forth by 
French officials during the interwar period that the experience of colonial workers in France “had 
been an unhappy one and that most were only too glad to return home.”112 The sadness of this 
man though could stem from a wide range of sources, including the realization that colonial 
racism was rampant in the metropole too, that the end of the exposition meant the end of a job 
and possible unemployment, and on a deeper level his own disillusionment with French 
universalist claims. 
 To point to some of the hypocrisies, the editors of L’Humanité launched attacks on the 
system of colonialism and the use of colonial subjects to “animate” the exposition of 1931.113 
They focused on the plight of the colonial worker before the start of the exposition and how the 
sight of the “naturally poor [people] of West Africa,” recruited for the “Imperialist Exposition of 
Vincennes” shivered in their thin clothing pending the “sumptuous inauguration.”114  These 
individuals brought to staff the exposition served as a reminder of the true plight of these 
colonial subjects. The thin clothing worn by these West Africans highlighted the absurdity of 
forcing colonial workers to wear “authentic” clothing, some of which did not conform to the 
climate of metropolitan France. The lavishness of the exposition and its celebration of French 
civilization contrasted with the poor conditions in which the workers at the exposition found 
themselves. For the editors of L’Humanité the exposition gave the “schematic evocation of all 
these people demonstrating their enslavement.”115   
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 Throughout the course of the 1931 exposition the editors of L’Humanité remained critical 
of the forced participation of colonial subjects in the event. The paper lamented the Cambodian 
and Vietnamese flag-bearers, greeting the “leader of the colonial robbers, who once again, just 
kills their brothers.”116  These colonial workers, while presented as happily greeting the head of 
state, did so while their fellow countrymen suffered under the weight of French rule. This 
passage highlights the precarious position the colonial workers of the exposition occupied, on the 
one hand presented as model natives and the product of the civilizing mission, while on the other 
conscripted to work the event and confined to their individual pavilions. 
 
 Over the course of both expositions the press worked tirelessly to promote the image of a 
successful civilizing mission, a triumph of French universalism abroad. Through this civilizing 
mission, the press argued, France produced loyal and involved colonial subjects working towards 
the greater good of the empire. These loyal subjects in turn translated into the colonial workers 
and soldiers that assisted France during and after the war. The promotion of these individuals as 
grateful subjects reflected the balancing act undertaken by the press and the French government 
to tout the successes of French universalism while ensuring the colonial populations remained as 
the Other, the particular. The press ignored the large deportations of colonial subjects that began 
in 1919 under Clemenceau’s government that feared of destabilizing colonial hierarchies. The 
same workers that the civilizing mission had uplifted remained a threat within the metropole 
regardless of their wartime contributions. Instead the press presented the image of the model 
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“native” working with France towards a common goal. An image disconnected from the realities 
life in the colonies and the metropole. 
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CHAPTER 3: CONTAINING THE EXOTIC 
 
 Press coverage of the expositions reinforced a certain image of colonization. On the one 
hand, colonization and conquest was commonly depicted in sexualized terms, on the other 
France embodied a parental figure for the colonies. As Stoler argues, the colonial relationship 
rested upon an “intimate set of exploitive sexual and service relations between European men 
and native women, between European women and native men, shaped by the sexual politics of 
class and race.”1 The displays at the expositions perpetuated a view of the colonies as strange 
and exotic, which invited the use of well-known and accepted “metaphor[s] about gender and 
sexuality to describe the relationship between France and its colonies and the power that France 
held over its colonial subjects.” This image both infantilized the colonized and made them the 
object of seduction, while France took on the position of the father or husband who knew best for 
his family. 2  The sexual overtones of this relationship guided France’s mission to help and 
improve the colonies, and carried with it the image of seduction and rape. The power France 
maintained over the colonies manifested, in both the press and the expositions, in the form of the 
virile colonizer and head of the family.  
 As Bancel and Blanchard argue, the image of the colonial subject often varied between 
stigmatization and desire.3 French travel writing of the time often presented the colonies as 
feminine in order to promote this desire. Writers described Algiers as “beautiful, white, sun-
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drenched: voluptuous in her charm,” while portraying France as a “powerful masculine figure.”4 
Representations of sub-Saharan African populations, on the other hand, frequently depicted them 
as animalistic. The public viewed these individuals with “mixed feelings of disgust and 
fascination for their supposed sexual prowess,” which resulted in the display of sub-Saharan 
Africans at the expositions that focused on the “eroticization of masculine and feminine forms in 
almost all forms of representation.”5 European writers of interwar period remained fascinated 
with the sexualized nature of the colonial relationship and often “feminized African landscape” 
in an attempt to create the “imagery of renewal and rebirth” which “depicted France as the virile 
partner who inseminated and gave life.”6 This mindset presented the colonies as vessels, even 
wombs, in which French universal culture and civilization could reproduce and mise en valeur 
could flourish. 
 The colonial relationship embraced and reinforced by the press helped to maintain an 
image of the colonial subjects as “desired and repugnant, forbidden and subservient.”7 The 
colonies remained exotic lands home to strange cultures and populations, viewed as minors who 
supposedly prospered under the light of French civilization. The desire to improve the colonies 
and the seduction of them overlapped, creating a convoluted image of the colonial relationship. 
This chapter examines the ways in which the press simultaneously represented France as the 
virile colonizer and the head of the colonial family while portraying the colonial population as 
either objects of sexual desire or as helpless children/women in need of correction. 
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France as Virile Colonizer 
 
 As part of both expositions’ larger goals, organizers attempted to project the vision of a 
strong masculine France dominating the colonies for the benefit of both. Following near defeat in 
World War I and the threat of a revived Germany during the interwar period, the Republican 
right “articulated a distinctive and coherent masculine ideal,” that required men to be, 
“determined, principled to the point of inflexibility, respectable, hard-working, selfless, paternal, 
paterfamilial, and (predictably) French by race.”8 This construction of masculinity in part came 
out of the image of the ideal soldier prior to World War I, which Christopher Forth argues 
embodied “heroic self-control and sacrifice that assured that he would risk his life for his country, 
thus evincing a style of self-discipline that was repeatedly contrasted to the moral laxity of 
civilian life.”9 Even though the war highlighted the strength of colonial soldiers, colonization 
literally and figuratively stripped colonialized men of their roles in society.10  
 By the 1920s and 1930s the well-known image of the “virile colonizer” symbolized, in 
the context of post war concerns, a “man of action whose energy would revitalize the nation by 
building a new France overseas.”11 The virile colonizer contrasted with the reality of the 
disfigured and emotionally scarred men returning from the front lines. These men returned blind, 
as amputees, with burned lungs or missing parts of their faces, never truly escaping the horrors of 
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the war or being able to rejoin society.12 The image of the male colonizer represented the 
“virility of colonial life,” which constructed “an exotic Wild East in opposition to the flabby 
degeneracy of the metropole.”13 This degeneracy reflected larger concerns regarding masculinity 
and a push for a “renewed emphasis on bodily strength and vigor at the dawn of the twentieth 
century.”14 The colonizer represented an alternative to this degeneracy, a man whose virility and 
masculinity could not be called into question. As Stoler argues, the colonies “provided the fertile 
terrain on which bourgeois notions of manliness and virility could be honed and put to the 
patriotic test.”15 
 In contrast to the French male colonizer, the colonial populations assumed a submissive 
role. The colonies and their populations became objects of desire, a notion the press eagerly 
promoted in their coverage of the expositions. As James Lehning argues, “the sense of exotic 
difference that the expansion of colonialism created in France often acquired an erotic dimension 
as sexual metaphors were used to describe the colonial relationship.”16 These sexual metaphors 
allowed for control of the colonial populations while also satisfying the desire amongst certain 
French citizens to claim the colonies represented a place of sexual deviance that required French 
assistance in order to adopt more civilized gender norms. Lehning continues that the exotic 
nature of the colonial relationship allowed for the “colonial subjects to be described in the same 
ways that women were described in France.”17 The interwar period in particular represented an 
era in which male European elites increasingly concerned themselves with “power over people’s 
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bodies,” and for the press coverage this meant power over the colonial body.18 Interest in the 
control over citizens’/subjects’ bodies stemmed from a multitude of concerns during the early 
twentieth century including fears of racial mixing, low birthrate, spread of diseases such as 
syphilis, maintaining a strong male population, and interest in the colonial body’s labor 
potential.19 This treatment of the colonial populations as women reinforced the masculine 
domination of the colonies. 
 As the press began to cover the 1922 exposition in Marseille, the erotic nature projected 
onto the colonies appeared frequently in writers’ picturesque visions of the exposition.20 Morton 
argues a similar attitude pervaded the 1931 exposition, which “generated a contrast between 
colonies as the Orient- the site of rampant sensuality, irrationality and decadence- and colonies 
as the laboratory of Western rationality.”21 Press coverage by Le Figaro in 1922 also presented 
the colonial lands as “new expanses among the silence and darkness of virgin lands,” which 
French expansion allowed for the “happy tumult of wealth creation and human fraternity. New 
crops raised on lands once infertile and abandoned.”22  
 Here we have a few important images: the virgin, and the idea that these lands are 
uninhabited and the barren woman, in which the indigenous people did not deserve the land 
because they did not exploit it properly. These views at once deny the existence of the colonized 
peoples while also arguing they lost the right to the land by not exploiting fully. The colonial 
lands required protection and improvement, something mise en valeur attempted to achieve, by 
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impregnating the lands via the virile colonizer to make them produce. The colonies fully 
embodied the traditional role of woman according to historian James Lehning; they allowed 
“themselves to be desired, governed and abandoned,” by French colonial officials.23 The idea of 
the erotic native reflected a much larger push within Western literature that used a “wide range 
of sexual and gendered metaphors in which the feminized colonies and the women in it, were to 
be penetrated, raped, silenced and (dis)possessed,” leading to the “foundational imagery of 
imperial domination.”24 Press coverage of the 1922 exposition served to continue this 
construction of the colonies as a land which could be conquered (with all the sexual undertones 
that accompany the act of conquest) and that the French had the right to take the colonial lands 
because only the French knew how to properly exploit and enjoy the fruits of the colonies via 
mise en valeur. Above all else the erotic and exotic nature of the colonial relationship came 
down to control and maintaining this control over the colonies for the benefit of France.  
 The press feminized the colonies and presented them as available for conquest. Articles 
describing the arrival of metropolitan officials to the expositions often depicted these officials as 
dominating the exposition grounds and pavilions. In doing so, the press used language 
commonly utilized when describing the colonial relationship.25 The relationship between the 
metropole and the colonies reflected larger “fantasies about sexual power and exploration,” and 
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both the expositions and the press worked to reinforce these fantasies.26 As metropolitan officials 
explored the 1931 exposition, the editors of Le Figaro wrote on how these officials walked 
between “walls glittering with swords,” climbing up a flight of stairs to “penetrate the room” 
which in all its splendor worked to “seduce the eye.”27 These French officials explored this 
colonial space and the colonial relationship within the walls of exposition. The sword, a phallic 
symbol, reinforced the masculine French domination of the colonies. The officials become the 
virile colonizer, entering the colonial space and claiming it as their own. The editors of La Croix 
spoke highly of “colonizing penetration” which worked to not “evict or assimilate the indigenous, 
but to associate,”28 the “indigenous” with France. This association between colonizer and 
colonized reinforced the dominating role France took in this relationship, with the colonial 
populations never obtaining assimilation within French culture. The act of colonial expansion 
itself, in the words of Le Figaro, reflected an “action of political penetration” that worked to 
reinforce French power in the world.29  
According to the editors of Le Petit Marseillais, large crowds came to experience the 
beauty of the colonies and reveled in the “attractive and picturesque side of the great colonial 
manifestation.”30 This description of the exposition presented the colonies as objects of desire 
and of beauty in much the same way descriptions of women touched upon their looks and 
attractiveness to men. This gaze of desire applied not just to the physical buildings of the 
exposition but to the colonial subjects brought to staff the event. As Morton argues, by the 1920s 
the recreation of exotic environments had “become an essential part of any successful 
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exposition.”31 Just as with previous expositions, those colonial subjects brought to Marseille in 
1922 served as “living ethnological exhibits… crucial markers of exoticized and hierarchical 
difference within Greater France.”32 The colonies while presented as different, continued to serve 
as objects of desire.  
For the opening of the 1931 exposition on 6 May, the press wrote new articles aimed at 
describing the events, places, and people involved in the exposition in order to stimulate interest 
amongst the paper’s readers and encourage them to go. One journalist for Le Figaro painted a 
seductive picture of the inauguration of the exposition. He described the watchmen holding the 
“beautiful green pamphlets” of the exposition and how they appeared “green like the oasis-and 
golden- as if by a tropical reflection.”33 This initial image of the exposition reflected the goals of 
Marshall Lyautey who, while wanting to thrill the imagination of the visitors, kept the idea of a 
“seductive spectacle” uppermost in his mind.34 An advertisement within Le Petit Parisien 
described the event as “life in its exotic setting,” and beckoned the French public to attend and 
experience this exoticness.35[Figure 8] The press told readers that only by attending the 
exposition could they truly grasp the colonial relationship. 
During the 1931 exposition, the press focused on specific examples of the exotic nature 
of the colonies in the displays. With the opening of the Citroën Pavilion, honoring the 
automotive company’s participation in African expeditions, the editors of Le Figaro included a 
description of diorama and pictures, house within the pavilion, featuring Africans in their 
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homelands. In particular, the writers appeared fascinated by the Mangbetu women with their 
“elongated skulls and picturesque hair.”36 The description served to reinforce both the Otherness 
of the Mangbetu women and their femininity. These women served as a bridge between colonies 
and metropole with their picturesque hair highlighting contemporary ideas of femininity while 
their elongated skulls ensured they remained in the realm of the exotic and bizarre. 
Advertising for the exposition also utilized the image of the veiled Arab woman, one of 
the tools of the pro-colonial camp and of domestic social reform movements. As Frantz Fanon 
argued in his indictment of colonialism, “For the tourist and the foreigner, the veil demarcates 
both Algerian society and its feminine components.”37 Social reform movements directed their 
energies toward Arab women who were seen as inherently degenerate, and thus available to 
conquer and seduce.38 On the other hand, the interest in the Arab woman dated back to at least 
the conquest of Algeria itself in 1830. A woman depicted as chaste and unavailable, an image 
that reflected larger colonial issues regarding France attempting to uncover and claim ownership 
to the colonies. As Joan Wallach Scott argues, Arab women fell victim to “screen associations,” 
that “…as Freud taught us, substitutes one image (the female body) for another (imperial 
conquest). In this way the imperial project acquired its deeply erotic overtones.”39 These deeply 
erotic overtones made themselves apparent throughout the coverage of the 1931. The “lower 
orders,” in particular colonial women, were seen as the sources of “sexual arousal, moral 
deviance, misguided reason, and the objects of control.”40 The Arab women thus came to 
represent colonialism itself, by opening up her image and her body for inquiry so did the state 
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open up the colonies for the curiosity and the perceived positive exploitation by the French 
population in the form of mise en valeur. However, this reflected an ideal vision of colonialism, 
something France never truly obtained and in part explains their obsession with the veil/colonial 
relationship. 
The veil served an important function within ideas of French imperialism, by fulfilling 
ideas of a forbidden treasure waiting to be uncovered, in the same way that the North African 
colonies stood shrouded in their own mystery. Hale examines the role of the veiled woman in 
advertising, arguing, “French entrepreneurs and their designers depicted Africans and Asians in 
ways that not only corresponded to how they perceived them visually, but also corresponded to 
the roles they wanted them to fill in the empire.”41 The veiled woman thus stood as a 
representation of the exotic nature of the colonies themselves, and as a perfect example of the 
subordinate colonial subject who supposedly accepted and supported the colonial project.  
 One advertisement [Figure 1], in which a veiled woman peered out from behind a hayek, 
highlighted the imagined mysterious nature of France’s Muslim colonies while at the same time 
inviting the reader along to catch a glimpse of what was behind the veil. This same imagery 
appeared in countless trademarks for beauty products featuring North African women hiding 
their sexuality.42 The veil represented intrigue, something the male colonizer wished to remove, 
and while sometimes succeeding, the majority of colonial women were not accessible to 
colonizers. While a main goal of the French mission in the colonies involved colonizing the 
indigenous women in order to access the indigenous home, they often failed to do so. In these 
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images the veiled woman remained both chaste and available via colonial conquest. Like the idea 
of mise en valeur, the women, like the land was virgin territory that awaited the virile colonizer 
before it blossomed. 
 The veil also symbolized, for the French, the backwardness and oppression of Algerian 
society. As Elisa Camiscioli argues, during the interwar period, “discussions of the nation and its 
citizenry persistently returned to the body: its color and gender, its expenditure of labor power, 
its reproductive capacity, and its experience of desire.”43 The colonial woman, and particularly 
the Muslim woman, stood at the center of this experience of desire. 
The post-war fascination with the exotic translated into the press with the coverage of the 
Cambodian dancers that performed throughout the run of both expositions. The Cambodian 
dancers appealed to the editors of Le Petit Parisien by further emphasizing “the taste that is in all 
of us for everything that comes from very far away and represents manners and customs that are 
not ours.”44 These dancers served as popular Cambodian ambassadors at expositions and events 
both within the French Empire and around the world.45 The editors of Le Petit Marseillais in 
1922 and La Croix in 1931 devoted articles to the description of the dancers’ outfits and 
performances.46 This attraction to the dancers reflected the display of Cambodia in museums and 
other expositions as an “apsara, a celestial dancer who embodies ‘purity of spirit and eternal 
beauty’,” and thus the dancers became an “intermediary between the French pantheon and the 
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Cambodian people.”47 The dancers came to represent an ideal image of Cambodia in press 
coverage of the exposition. 
The fascination with the Cambodian dancers reflected a larger interest in Indochina as a 
feminized people willing to serve France. As Penny Edwards argues, the depiction of the 
colonies as “feminized, sexualized spaces” served not only to underscore colonizer’s masculinity, 
but la Cambodigienne (the Cambodian woman) herself “represented a Rousseau-like ideal whose 
atavistic calling to serve man was still intact.”48 For Rousseau, the ideal woman worked:  
To please men, to be useful to them, to make herself loved and honored by them, to raise 
 them when young, to care for them when grown, to counsel them, to console them, to 
 make their lives agreeable and sweet—these are the duties of women.49 
 
Rousseau’s ideal self-sacrificing women, which French men feared French women no longer 
embodied, as Mary Louise Roberts reminds us, could be recaptured in these Cambodian 
women.50 The perceived submissive nature of Cambodian woman, as a symbol of the entire 
population, appeared to represent an unadulterated way of life in contrast to the complexity of 
French civilization. The press thus uplifted the Cambodian dancers as an example of the ideal 
colonial subject, retaining both their “primitive” nature while embracing and supporting French 
conquest and control. 
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France as Head of the Family  
 
 Alongside the image of the virile colonizer stood the paternal figure caring for, 
correcting, protecting, and sometimes beating his colonial family. The personification of France 
as the head of family in national mythology started in the eighteenth century and resulted in the 
“mother figure of the metropole, iconized as La France or Marianne.” 51 Horne explains even the 
use of the term la mère patrie reflected gendered discussions of the early twentieth century 
which operated as “a common metaphor of territorial possession…wherein France and its 
colonial empire are discursively linked in a naturalized mother and child relationship.”52 As 
Wilder argues, the “dominant interwar figures for colonial relationships were those of parent-
child or teacher-student.”53 According to this view, France appeared less as a controlling force 
within the colonies and more as a kind parent with only the best intentions for its children.  
As Stoler argues the parent-child relationship “provided a moral justification for imperial 
policies of tutelage, discipline and specific paternalistic and maternalistic strategies of custodial 
control.”54 This relationship between colonizer and colonized, discussed in terms of a family unit, 
provided the state with moral grounds upon which to build and sustain the empire. The use of the 
family metaphor signified the “benevolent paternalism that French colonialism idealized,” 
counting the colonial populations among the “new national family of 100 million Frenchmen, but 
with a structure of paternity, not fraternity.”55 The colonial propaganda communicated by the 
expositions and the press worked to “communicate to the French populace that the empire 
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extended naturally from France, just as children were the natural outcome of marital bonds.”56 
This metaphor therefore represented the idealized colonial relationship between France and its 
colonies. As such, official state policy concerned itself with the care of, teaching and discipline 
of the colonial populations.  
Within this relationship, the colonial populations needed French guidance and discipline 
in order to better themselves. As Martial Merlin, governor general of French West Africa (1919-
1923) stated, “our first concern is to snatch the indigenous populations from the physiological 
misery which decimates them and provide them with the education they hunger for.”57 For 
Merlin, the French had a duty as head of the family, and as part of the civilizing mission, to 
provide the colonial populations the knowledge they needed to advance. France, as the stern 
father, could bring these colonial children under its control and teach them wrong from right. La 
Croix took pride in “the children of savages [having] received French education and are [now] 
represented in the colonial exposition.”58 As Hale argues, exposition displays of North Africans, 
sub-Saharan Africans, and Indochinese highlighted their perceived weaknesses. They needed to 
be “encouraged” in their “strengths by the disciplinary hand of [their] colonial ‘father’ and the 
caring hand of [their] colonial ‘mother’.”59 Without the French as a stern and loving parent, the 
pro-colonial French lobby believed their colonial subjects could never become civilized. 
In an attempt to highlight the benevolent paternal role France had within the colonies, 
press coverage in 1922 celebrated the achievements of women as nurses within the colonies. 
These nurses received attention from the press at a time when “bourgeois women” in both the 
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colonies and the metropole “were cast as the custodians of morality, of their vulnerable men, and 
of national character. Parenting, and motherhood specifically, was a class obligation and a duty 
of empire.”60 While nurses within the colonies received praise, during World War I these women 
represented possible agents of dissent, at least to male politicians, since they could more readily 
interact with colonial soldiers and form relationships.  
With the opening of the exposition, the press offered praise to the work of women in the 
colonies and the metropole. The editors of Le Petit Marseillais commended these women, 
claiming “one cannot pay too much tribute to these devoted women, both from a medical and 
moral point of view.”61 Nurses maintained close contact with the colonial populations and were, 
as Horne argues, “potential vectors of influence.”62 These women occupied the position of 
“reformer par excellence,” entrusted with the “mission of moral and cultural betterment…in 
France as well as in the colonies.”63 Nurses could directly affect the households of colonial 
families by instructing mothers and wives in French notions of hygiene and health. Conklin 
argues that the French government encouraged women to move to the colonies as agents of the 
civilizing mission to both promote domesticity and to prevent French men from going “native.”64 
French women therefore served multiple roles, not only as tutors and caregivers to the colonial 
populations but also to provide a sexual outlet for French men to prevent them from seeking out 
colonial women.  
Even colonial women recently arriving from the colonies to Marseille were “subjects 
marked by concern and token sympathy on the part of their French sisters, who these days, 
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accompanied Indochinese women to the bath and offered them tea and cakes,” according to the 
editors of Le Petit Marseillais.65 This perceived helplessness and apparent cultural ignorance of 
the colonial women in the eyes of the French led to this concern from their French “sisters” and 
helped to reinforce the relationship between the metropole (head of the family) the colonies and 
women (minors). The editors placed French women in the role of protecting and uplifting their 
colonial counterparts, while portraying the colonial women as unable to care for themselves in 
the foreign landscape of the metropole. In the eyes of the press these Indochinese women, like 
the rest of the colonial populations, were merely big children, “different but improving,” and 
“destined to become autonomous individuals,” as some point in the distant future.66 The press 
actively reinforced the position of mother for French women when interacting with colonial 
populations. 
Coverage of the 1931 exposition maintained the image of parental France caring for and 
teaching its colonial children. La Croix praised the “glorious, although often obscure work” of 
the missionaries who, like nurses and French women in the colonies, worked closely with 
colonial populations.67 These men worked within the domestic sphere of the colonies, an area in 
which masculinity, class and race could be “dangerously undone or securely made.”68 These 
missionaries could be seen a surrogate French fathers and tutors to the colonial subjects, even if 
only to aid in converting them to Catholicism. While spreading French civilization and culture as 
they travelled throughout the empire, as J. P. Daughton argues, they did not see themselves as 
“agents of imperial expansion,” but instead viewed the extension of French colonialism as the 
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“end of evangelizing.”69 Through their work, these missionaries received accolades by the press, 
which raised them up as examples of tireless colonizers.  
While parental France received praise from the majority of the press, the editors and 
writers of L’Humanité opposed and mocked the image of a caring France. The paper even 
ridiculed the image of Marianne when the writers transformed her from a motherly figure to a 
bloodthirsty tyrant. In one such example, Marianne appeared atop a guillotine calling out to the 
crowd below to “Enter, enter! Come and see real savages!”70 [Figure 9] The artist refashioned 
the image of Marianne as a ringmaster at a circus. Marianne stands on the guillotine, an 
instrument used heavily throughout the Reign of Terror during the French Revolution.71 In this 
instance the artist presented Marianne as anything but domestic and parental, and instead appears 
to be presenting her “children” as spectacles in a show and serves also as an indictment of France 
not upholding the republican principles of the Revolution. Imperialism equates to savagery in 
this political cartoon and sends a strong message from the anti-colonial camp.  
The editors of L’Humanité also critiqued the work of French missionaries and nuns 
throughout the colonies. The French maintained an active missionary presence throughout the 
empire, including the White Sisters and White Fathers both founded in Algeria in the 1860s 
before expanding to other parts of the empire.72 While discussing the current displays of 
propaganda at the 1931 exposition and reminiscing on past expositions the editors of L’Humanité 
wrote of the “white sisters in front of the broad masses of red mud fortifications, reminiscent of 
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distant cities of the Sudan and French West Africa.”73 While not explicitly ridiculed, these nuns 
appear out of place both within the exposition and by association in the distance lands they 
worked. The presence of all French women in the colonies remained a contentious matter during 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as French colonial politicians argued that “white 
women” in the colonies “upset race relations and led to increase racism” within the colonies.74 
By presenting French nuns as out of place within the colonial setting and portraying Marianne as 
a tyrant rather than mother, L’Humanité derided the role of women within the colonies. 
 
The press worked tirelessly to present to the public the image of France as virile 
colonizer and head of its colonial family. The press and expositions sought to reinforce and 
revitalize gendered notions of the colonial relationship and positioned the French in the position 
of power over a submissive colonial population. The colonizer became an idealized embodiment 
of French masculinity, capable of conquering and exposing the colonies to exploitation. The 
press presented the colonies as needing guidance and protection, appearing as children alongside 
the parental figure of France. The empire represented a family, bound together and working 
towards a common goal. If the French needed to punish the colonies or use force it did so as a 
parent disciplining a child, all in the name of the civilizing mission. The relationships embraced 
by the press reinforced gender and hierarchical roles within the empire. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
 The idea of “Greater France” much like the expositions “reflected the confidence of a 
strong state possessing an organized empire at the height of its power. But this was also an 
imaginary figure of political desire,” which revealed the “anxiety of an imperial nation-state 
confronting crises of republican and colonial legitimacy.”1 As this thesis has tried to show, the 
press worked in tandem with the colonial expositions of 1922 and 1931 to construct a strong 
image of the empire. The expositions presented an “imaginary community” of colonies, in full 
grandeur, in order to sell the public on the idea of Greater France and the importance of the 
empire. The press worked tirelessly to create and reinforce an image of the empire that embraced 
the concept of Greater France and the efforts of mise en valeur. The concept of the “world as 
exposition” influenced the efforts to “promote colonial expansion to the general public.”2 Having 
survived the horrors of World War I, French leaders looked to the empire as a means to display 
Greater France and alleviate any fears regarding the future of the nation. To do so, the state 
constructed expositions to display not only the success of the civilizing mission and through 
French universalism but to demonstrate the intricate role the colonies should play in national 
understanding. This study also contributes to existing historiography by illustrating the didactic 
role of the press, especially for those who couldn’t attend the expositions, by bringing the 
message to the public. 
 By the start of World War I, France represented an “imperial nation-state,” in which 
“parliamentary republican and authoritarian colonial elements were structurally interrelated and 
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not simply added to one another.”3 The contradictions within press coverage of the expositions, 
and within the events themselves, formed out of this understanding of France as a nation of 
“unity and diversity, interiority and exteriority, membership and inequality.”4 The colonial 
soldiers and workers brought to work and perform in the expositions represented to the press as 
the triumph of the civilizing mission, while at the same time these individuals remained outside 
of French republican rights and highlighted the inherent contradictions of universalism. The 
bourgeois French public defined their identity by the Other, in this instance the colonial subjects, 
a group “at once desired and repugnant, forbidden and subservient, cast as wholly different but 
also the same.”5 The press perpetuated these contradictions, and despite them presented the 
image of a fully unified France working together to recover in the interwar period. 
 The expositions represented the “only events capable of bringing together such a large 
swath of the population for purposes of edification and diversion,” and played a key role in the 
“indoctrination and unification of the public, by both glorifying and domesticating imperial 
space.”6 In particular, the 1931 exposition represented a “last-gasp effort to revive the colonial 
ideal in the service of national renewal.”7 By bringing the public through the door or to the 
expositions via the pictures the press painted, the expositions hoped to inspire pride within the 
French in their empire and to control the image of the colonies the French took home. The press 
happily served as intermediaries between the exposition and the public, working to influence the 
idealized image of the expositions and to popularize the empire.8 Convincing the public to attend 
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these events and to educate themselves regarding the empire became a number one concern for 
the press during both expositions. The success of the expositions and the press in popularizing 
the empire or creating a specific image of the colonies in the minds of the metropolitan public 
lies beyond the scope of this study and cannot accurately be determined. 
 Nevertheless, the press championed the success of French universalism and its effects on 
the colonies via the civilizing mission. It presented the French as a caring parent to its colonial 
children, providing guidance and discipline when necessary. This relationship also sometimes 
had an erotic tone, as France became a masculine dominator that subdued and exploited the 
colonies, as part of its concept of mise en valeur. The press embraced these visions in order to 
construct a view of the empire in which France maintained control and the colonial populations 
needed the French. All of this came at a time when France relied heavily on the colonies for 
support, including a significant labor force in France during the postwar years to help reconstruct 
the nation.9 The press navigated these tensions of the 1920s and 1930s when France needed 
colonial subjects to rebuild the metropole while at the same time the fear of a large colonial 
population living in France led to mass deportations.  
 The press embraced the 1922 exposition as a way to celebrate the empire and the success 
of France during the war. It praised the colonial troops and workers that enabled this victory 
while ignoring the treatment of these individuals during the war. By the time of the 1931 
exposition the press worked itself into a fervor over colonialism and covered the event in great 
detail. As Blanchard argues, the media “had a new infatuation, and was preparing the French 
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populace for [such] an event.”10 The interwar period witnessed a renewed interest in the exotic 
and strange, a focus on the Other, and the press embraced this trend.  
 The narrow scope of this thesis did not allow for it to consider the reception of the 
metropolitan public to the efforts of the expositions and the press, yet it opens possibilities for 
research which include the ways in which other forms of mass media embraced or distanced 
itself from such events. For example, how did the cinema or popular magazines of the time 
portray the empire and comment on the expositions, and did this match up with the enthusiasm 
displayed by the press? In particular, the examination of women’s magazines and the 
publications of various colonial groups headquartered in the metropole could allow for a broader 
understanding of the effect the colonial expositions had on the public. Were the publications of 
these disenfranchised groups more critical of celebrations of the empire or did they too embrace 
the dominant discourses of the time? Future studies could also examine letters sent in to the press 
and reader response to more gain a glimpse into the thoughts of metropolitan French during these 
events. Another future project could examine other colonial expositions held within France in the 
years before the World War I including the 1906 Marseille exposition or 1894 Lyon exposition 
or the 1937 international exposition held in Paris before the start of World War II. Comparing 
how the press and mass media covered these other expositions could help to establish 
continuities or breaks in support for the empire during the height of French colonialism. 
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Figure 1: Advertisement for the 1931 International Colonial Exposition 
 
“Did you know France was so great? 1,542,000 km², or three times the size of France, that is 
what represents our area in North Africa alone. 
 
Credit: Le Figaro, (Paris) May 6, 1931 
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Figure 2: Map of the 1931 International Colonial Exposition 
 
Credit- Le Figaro, (Paris) May 10, 1931 
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Figure 3: Political Cartoon 
 
Caption: “Pardon sir, Greenland please?” 
 
“Nothing easier: cross Western Africa, turn behind Guadalupe, pass Indochina on your right, cut 
by Oceania to your left… and you will land in Greenland.” 
 
Credit- Le Petit Parisien (Paris) May 10, 1931  
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Figure 4: “Confusion” 
 
Sign- “Safely come and see real cannibals!”  
 
Caption: “Hey! So Lyautey and Pasquier are in a cage?” 
 
Credit- L’Humanité (Paris) April 22, 1931 
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m chaises vicies d'assistants en des
w communions matinales, certains ma-
I tins, lorsqu'ils montaient d'une trai-
te dans les buées de la basilique.
ï .'Dieu., qu'ils regardaient, était alors
en face d'eux, et nne clarté tombait
W d'en haut et vêtait leur ignorance.
1 En 'finissant sa soupe,
il pensa
f tout à coup à ses amis. Il chei«chait
;| insémimfrnt dans sa tête les paroles
i qu'il dirait pour expliquer son aven-
p- ture.
Mais -son esprit déjà lent l'était
"Sj FAUBOURGS paraltTa prochainement
'dons la Collection « Horizons » aux
V. B. S. I, 3, itit Valette, PàHs (5*).
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Des satanés Rabcors sont des
curieux invétérés. Voilà qu'ils
se mettent lire tout ce qui
s'imprime, depuis le journal
politique jusqu'au prospectus
commerçiaL Avouons qu'ils
tont parfois de troublantes découvertes.
L'un de ces bougres s'est amusé à
feuilleter la Revue clés Usagers de la
Route de ce mois d'avril. Et il est allé
dégotter, en bas d'une page, cette pe-
tite information qui ne manque pas de
piquant
ALTO'.XA a équipé
les-voitures de MM. Compère-Morel,
Chiappe, de Rothschild, de Polignaç,
Faroux, Géo-Lefèvre. Des aviateurs
Arrachart, Latti, Doret, Le Brix, Del-
moite, Mlle Maryse Bastié. Des con-
structeurs Bugatti, Donnet, Pilain, les
avions de MM. Détroyal, Lejolcahez,
eic.
Les lecteurs du Popu apprendront
sans doute avec plaisir que leur Com-
père-Morel possède une luxueuse voi-
ture et de voir son nom figurer tcct à
côté de ceux de MM. Chiappe, de
Rothschild, de Polignac et d'autres
prolétaires de cette trempe.
« Pourquoi, nous dit un autre Rab-
cor (cette graine est sans pitié !), ne tra-
duisons-nous pas ainsi l'abréviation S.
F. I. O.
«SectionFinancièreJe l'Internatio-
nale d' Oustric ? »
Ce ne serait pas si mal que ça.
Et M. Compère-Mcrel, équipé par
Altona, qui donne à ses amis socialistes
le conseil de s'embotrgeoiser, n'y trou-
verait sans doute rien à redire. 'Non
plus que M.Léori Blurh, dont le frère,
comme par hasard, habite 94, rue de
Tocqueville-; le même immeuble que
M. Robert Peugeot. Ncn plus que M.
Moutet, que M. Fiancette (hue, co-
cotte !) et de nombreux autres chefs, et
non des moindres.
Hé Hé LaS.F.l.G. }
]ean-Q.a:jde.
Tiens on a donc mis Lyautey
et PasciUier en cags •?
'' LBS DRA.\IES JJE LA MER ;
-On -est sans nouvelles
de deux bateaux.
LonÛKi:. 21 avril. On annonce de
Cliapel^uint-LeonarU, pivs de Sheguess,.
qu'un paquet de papiers portant l'inscrip-
tion « vapeur
Thercçn ,« -et un canot de
sauvcluçe avec l'indication Calden, du
port de^Goole, ont été trouvés' '-hier soir
sur le rivage.
Le Thérèse jau.sje 1.290 tonner. On était
sans nouvelles hier soir au sujet 'dir sort
de ces deux bateaux.
l'a chaîne, les méthodes les plus per-
fectionnées dé la rationalisation wïr.it
implantées dans l'usine.
La construction, de. la « Peugeot
201 » qui connut un certain succès f.u
Salon automobile de 1929, fut entre-
prise en grande série aux ateliers de
Sochaux. En 1930, la production jour-
nalière atteignait 200 ,voitures.
L'affaire Peugeot-Oustric était lan-
cée. Les commandes, génératrices de
bénéfices copieux affluaient. Dans ce
grand bagne industriel, '.l'exploitation
du prolétariat était exercée suivant
des méthodes modernes que nous .-xa-
minerons demain.
Un dernier fait pour installer les
immenses usines de Sochaux, !e ?t i-
gneur de la vallée d'Hérimonï.imrt
dut acheter le terrain de nombreux pe-
tits propriétaires. Il adopta' le mode
.de paiement suivant la moitié de la
somme était payée en argent comptant,
le reste en actions sur la « Société ano-
nyme des -Aitto-rnQQiies Peugeot ».
Ces actions Peugeot-Oustric étaient
à l'époque cotées aux cours de i.ioo à
1.150 francs.
Elles- valent 299 francs aujourd'hui
(.4 suivre)
Maurice LEBRUN.
encore- plus <iu'à l'ordinaire. Il -le. te-
nait dans un engourdissement dont
son travail même s'était ressenti. Il
vit qu'il ne trouverait rien à dire
ni à expliquer convenablement. Les
mots lui manquaient. De voluptueu-
ses et vagues -images l'occupaient. Il
remarquait des choses qu'il n'avait
pas vues ou qu'il 'n'avait pas osé
voir auparavant. Déjà il s'était sur-
pris à regarder l'allure- des femmes
dans la rue et à faire des comparai-
sons. Ses sœurs, minces; longues et
sèches, pour la première fois lui
étaient apparue$ première. fois 11.Üs comme des créatu-
res naturellement hostiles. 11 ne sa-
vait au juste pourquoi. Elles étaient
de celles dont la figure fermée et
les vêtements sombres portent le
deuil de leur jeunesse. Il sentait
qu'il serait un scandale pour elles
par les suites de cette soirée où elles
l'avaient désapprouvé silencieuse-
ment. Il le serait sans doute aussi
pour ses amis., Maisil n'en souffrait
pas. Et il s'était enfoncé dans là
résolution de n'en rien dévoiler a
personne. Il restait, seul et cela ne
lui déplaisait pas. U ne caressait
plus dans -sa solitude qu'une seule
image en oubliant de prier. Il se dé-
fendait pourtant que quelque chose
cV impur fût entré en lui. Son désir
était exempt d'obscénité, car il avait
une idée ridicule de l'amour physi-
que, odieuse même à cause des por-
nographies d'atelier dont il était vic-
time. Ce qui l'agitait, c'étaient les
prémices d'un mouvement inconnu
plutôt qu'un besoin immédiat des
sens, et pourtant ceux-ci s'éveil-
laient. Ils le faisaient rester des heu-
res, entières en plein soleil, tête nue,
à guetter le passage de la fiancée
Avant l'Exposition coloniale
LESPERSÉCUTIONS
CONTRENOSCAMARADES
INDOCHINOIS
^SE PRÉCISENT
Un certain nombre de nos camarade
étudiants et travailleurs indochinois nous
ont fait part de. la visite matinale quns
ont subie de la part des agents de
M-
Chiappe qui leur tirent d'odieuses propo-
sitions.
Ces messieurs leur- demandaient « tout
simplement » de servir la police comme
aoents indicateurs et cela pendant toute
la durée de l'Exposition coloniale et in-
ternationale.'
Ainsi; les « missionnaires civuisa-
tours. » -1 nimbera-Fontaine veulent avec
argent d.i proiétariat français, et celui
des travailleiir? coloniaux acheter nos!
camarades révolutionnaires indochinois.
Ils penson!. que ces vaillant
militants
trahiront leur cause liée intimement a
celle -dei?' ouvriers de la métropole^ et du
niond'; entif! Ils voudraient ainsi étouf-
fer' leur indignation, leur haine qui ne
manquera pas de se manifester contre
les .exhibitions barbares et chauvines
de
TK.vposition coloniale.
Nous tenons à démasquer publique-
ment' "ces lâches et honteuses mano.Mi-
vres des agents .de l'impérialisme assas-
sin qui veulent jeter la. méfiance et le dé-
sarroi dans- ie milieu admirablement, co-
ordonné des étudiants et travailleurs in.
dQchtnois révolutionnaires.
Ces valets de l'impérialisme assa^in
.se trompent dans leurs calculs
auonii-
nables.
E:i agissant ainsi, ils ne feront que
renforcer la solidarité de nos camara-
des révolutionnaires, et à faire entrer
dans le r&^a d'autres travailleurs
et etu-
diants conscients de leur devoir.
\'i,-e la solidarité des travailleurs et
de-; étudiants révolutionnaires indochi-
nois
Vive l'union des ouvriers, français et
coloniaux pour la lutte contre le provo-
cant spectacle de. l'Exposition coloniale.C¡:Lf.
l.e -Comité de lutte des
Indochi-
nois contre l'Exposition colo-,
lùabi et les massacres en.lnâo-
e'l''Vî:
Aux vendeurs d' Avant-Garde
Tous les vendeurs d' « Avant-Garde »
et ceux qui s'occupent
de sa diffusion
doivent^ assister à la réunion organisée
par
la Région parisienne, le jeudi
23 avril, à 20 h. 30, avenue Mathunn-
Moreau, 8, Paris.– LA JH. P. BES
J. C.
LESCâNDAL!
KS EXPROPRjAW^DESHALLES
La Ville de Paris porte plainte
Par' l'organe de Me Duplan, avoué, la
Ville de Paris a porte plainte, hier,
avec
constitution de partie civile,
contre M.
Modeste Asset et tous autres pour tenta-
tive de cm-mption de fonctionnaire;
Le juge d'instruction charge
de cette
aflaire, M. Bisson, a procédé hier.ù ,1'in-
iPiTOoatoire de M. Prunet,
marchand de
vins qui était assisté de M8 Ctuidecelli.
M Prunet- a fait le récit de ses rela-
tions avec -Modeste Asset. Il a vivement
protesti'' contre les témoignages
de MM-
IVyssedre et Cayla, lesquels
avaient de-
claVf> qu'ils avaient été présentés par lui
à Asset •'
[, Prunet affirme, ignorer toutes les. trac-
tations qui. ont pu avoir; lieu.
><f(»e3-<
Une précision
à propos au film :'•''
--
te L'Afrique^ «oyçs..p^|lf
Le "directeur général de la Metro-Gold-
wvn-Mayer nous prie de préciser que le
filrn L'Afrique vous parle, actuellement,
projeté au cinéma « Les
Miracles >- n'est
pas la version- Iraneaise du
film Trader
Uorn.
Ce dernier fllni, réalisé par la, Metro-
(Joldwyh-Mayer, n'a encore- été projeté
sur aucun: écran français.
Dont acte. -.
–4.<
Un mât de charge se rompt
L'n tue, un blessé
Dieppe: SI avril.
Au cours du dé-
chargement de la pêche du chalutier .Mis-
tingùei, un cordage soutenant un m8t
du
monte-charge s'étant rompu, le mat tom-
ba sur une baladeuse, où des, ouvriers
étaient occupés ù trier le poisson. L'un
d'eux, nommé Deconinck, trente-neuf ans,
atteint à la tête, succomba peu après. Un
autre ouvrier, Simon Dueroc, a été bles-
se.
Un bateau sardinier détruit
par un incendie
Perpignan, 2.1 avril. A Colliottre, ie
petit bateau sardinier Ida qui allait, pren-
dre le départ a été détruit par un incen-
die provoqué par un retour de flammes
rtu moteur.
Les marins sont sains et saufs.
_j_i s^aK
£.V ALLEMAGNE
Un soldat est tué
par l'explosion d'une mine
• i
Oslerode, 21 avril. Au cours d'un
exercice sur le 'Champ de manœuvres
d'ûsterode, une roine « fait prématuré-
ment explosion. Un soldat a été tue et
deux autres ont été grièvement blessés-
imaginaire. Il vivait une existence
secrète- qui le faisait se retourner
dans son lit, la nuit.
Par une inexplicable conjoncture,
il fut plusieurs jours avant de re-
voir ses amis. Quand il les revit,
il était loin dans 1.? chemin de son
aventure. Il avait donné plutôt
qu'obtenu' un- rendez-vous. H était,
depuis, un. tout autre jeune: homme.
Tout autre qu'avant lui paraissait
la vie dans l'attente de l'événement.
Devant ses yeux, s'étendait comme
un matin léger avec le frémissement
impatient des jeunes feuillages. Sa
joie montait pareille à un oiseau qui
irait' se fondre dans le ciel. Il fre-
donnait .une. chanson quelconque
qu'il savait à moitié, parce qu'il fal-
lait du bruit autour de son bonheur.
.*•
Les voitures des bouchers revenant
des .abattoirs défilent au trot sur le
boulevard circulaire. Pareilles a un
long convoi de barques elles oscillent
de droite et de gaucho, avec chacune
à l'arrière leurs linges sales et souil-
1 ~'l'aI'ièrelellrs1illges
une caile,lés se gonflant comme une voile.
Les conducteurs au foulard noué, en
bonnet de coton, rayé, ont d'autres
linges sanglants autour du'cou et des
reiris. Ils ,sont couverts du sang des
Mtes innocentes La t ripaille, sangui-
nolente et les mous carmins accro-
ches aux riclelles rutilent dans le so-
leil couchant. C'est devant eux la
mer presque illimitée des fortifs pa-
risiens le soir. Espace, presque -dé-
nudé et vide. grandes lignes sobres
des quadrilatères lointains des .mai-
sons, blocs carrés des usines où les
vàpe-tra bouffent eu ballons blancs,
où glissent parallèles .les vrilles des
LE SCANDALE DES ABATTOIRS
1 l'on voit te S/F. 1 .0. Lhenry
aux côtés des empoisonneurs
1 ' -i > «»»«^<
Revenons aujourd'hui sur -la proposi-
tion qui fut fuite -autrefois par la Société
Lunslc'blune. a propos du. traitement des
mtnfères spécialement pùtréfmbles utili-
sées aux abattoirs. Comparons les tiié-
'tliodçs que cette firme .pr.op.os'hit aux mé-
thodes d'exploitation des sang? et.nivets
d'abattoir tel!e5rtiui:-Ifes pratique-la' tirme
liioUi'geoi.sA'i;rd;ti!'D.ntour.
l'm preniiçre iiîintft'qiie s'impose c'est
i'-iuç if procédé -Lungleblunc pprmet de
traiter ces. matières à, l'état frais, et met
en œuvre un matériel assurant le charroi
hygiénique et le trnitoinciit en A'itse clos.
C'est dire que les matières premières sont
immédiatement éliminées des écliuudoirs
où séjournent les viande?, et .autour d.esr
quels travaillent de? hoiiunes.
'
L'opération qui consiste a transformer
ces matières premières on graisse inclus-
triçllç et en farine d'os .se faisait avec les
•procèdes Langleblanç en huit heures, et
:SM«s qu'aucune odeur nguséabQnde se t.lé-
gage&t ni dé l'appareil ni du local.
Il faut signaler au passade que nos ca-
inarade-s .russes ont installé depuis iy:-7
des machinés de 'ce genre à l'abattoir dç
Moscou, et qu'elles comptent parmi les
.aross.es réalisations du Soviet de Moscou
du point de vue de l'hysiéne-à rintériéuc
de l'abattoir, et même pour lu ville tout
enti<l-re.
C'est tout autrement, que procède la:
firme monopolisatfi.ee Bourgeois, dont le
S. F. 1. 0. Lhenry fut un-dés défenseur?.
On laisse séjoui-ner dans des tonneaux
ou des récipients en fer, les matières pre;
laiùi'uî elles v pourrissent rapidement.
Le magma infect est ensuite charge dans
des. voitures et transporté jusqu'à la -Huïç-
Coq. dans le fond dlAubervilliers. Là, le
traitement se fait au moyen dïacîdes. Ce
procédé .on le comprend", 'méprise les rè-
gles les plus élémentaires d'hygiène. Que
(lire du séjour des tonneaux" puants' au-
près de la visuidevgui -va être consommée?
est-ce pas une.honte ? Et c'est cela
qu'un élu socialiste' a défendu Le moins
AUX Mlh'ES D'ANICUIÎ
DEUXOUVRIERSSONTVICÏIMES
DE L'INCURIEPATRONALE
En trois semaines de temps, deux
ouvriers ont été assassinés par l'incurie
patronale à la fosse Le .May des mines
tTAniche. La fosse Le May" est une de
ces fosses où l'ingénieur peut i'tre classé
parmi les plus grossiers personnages.
Cette brille détient le record de l'impo-
litesse. Il a le plus grand mépris de la
classe ouvrière. Du matin au soir, il
hurle comme un fauve il insulte les
ouvriers en passant dans les taillés.
« Tas de moules », dit-il, bande, de
ceci,, bande de cela. Son- vocabulaire est
celui d'un détraqué inutile au monde et
qui ne profite que du travail des esclaves
de la mine. ira derrière lui un chef
porion qui, au temps jadis, se faisait
tonsureri pour disqualifier les curés,
mais qui, aujourd'hui, s'étant vendu au
patronat, imite son ingénieur en impo-
sant aux ouvriers un rendement- sur-
humain, sans sécurité du travail. La
fosse Le May est un vrai bagne moderne.
L'incapacité de la maîtrise ,se démontre
chaque jour par les accidents mortels..
Malgré l'accident mortel que nous avons
signalé il y a trois, semaines et dont
toute la responsabilité incombait a
l'exploitation, on a"çontînïié'rles mîmes'
mé,i.hode.s.: .d'exploitation criminelles; de
sorte qu'aujourd'hui, nou.?' .-avons .:£l
déplorer, la "iiiort de ï'ouwier Sirnor'
.Zankowski, âgé. de 50 ans, tué par la
ratiohahsation. capitaliste.
Ce malheureux est père, d'une nom-
breuse famille. 11 était .occupé dans une
longue taille où le danger avait déjà été
signalé. Qu'importe la mort d'un ou-
vrier Le chef porion passe et déclare
« II me faut quatre rallonges soit
10 mètres sur 1 m. 20 de large. » De la
sécurité, le chef porion Magnair s'en
moque, pourvu qu'ilü touche la prime
volée sur le salaire des mineurs.
J_La- fosse Le May, qui porté le nom du
directeur, doit être, avec son appareil- de
maîtrise incapable,; classée parmi les
plus néfastes de la Compagnie d'Âniehe
On chasse de braves ouvriers qualifiés
sous prétexte qu'ils ont fait la grèvemais on ne ferait pas mal de 'mettre au
poteau ceux qui, par leur imbécillité, font
assassiner les mineurs au travail
Victor MoxioT. "
LES DÉSESPÉRÉS
A Vichy; M. Louis Ei'ugiére, 73 ans,
s'est suicidé en se tirant une balle de re-
volver dans la tête.. LJn jeune Egyptien.-
Helmi Mohammed, 19 ans, élève du col-
lège de Cusset,. préside Vichy, s'est. éga-
lement suicide en se tirant une balle de
revolver au cœur..
A Levallois; /Mme" Adèle "beneuviite,
40 ans, demeurant 0, place du Alarehe,
s'est suicidé. Xeurastnénie.
A Cannes,- .M. Williams Hawo, 63
ans, né à Paris, d'origine anglaise, s'est
tiré une 'balle rie. revolver, à la tempe
droite, puis il s'est pendu dans resca-
jier de sa villa
.
On a trouvé pendu à un arbre du
parc du château de Cogners. pri^s au
Mans-, M. Valentin Ctieny, i>5 ans, de-
meurant dans cette -localité.
fumées. Pays de \l'eni'ance de T-a-
nisse, la barrière.: des pauvres, des
ouvriers et des gouapes.
Il s'était d-épÊçlié, buttant sur les
pavés ronds
du passage, ayant les
jambes flageolantes par l'émotion.
Il
connaissait l'endroit -désert' et silen-
cieux à souhait. La chaussée, tenue
inégale par
les .charrois, 'défoncée
par les Sita' automobiles du service
de nettoiement, avait des. fuites et des
renfoncements imprévus. Les vieus
murs couverts d'inscriptions au cou-
teau faisaient des coins propices aux
amoureux. Un réverbère tordu, une
guinguette abandonnée, des masures
ventrues f:t branlantes où ne bou-
geait personne. Nul ne les verrait,
c'était bien choisi
D'abord il ne regarda rien. Il res-
pirait'une odeur ocre et lourde faite
de la souillure et de la, misère des
générations dee galvaudeux qui
avaient passé là. Cela ne le gênait
pas, car il n'était pas" délicat. Peu
importait l'endroit La fange d'où' il
venait le reprenait dans cette minute,
il fut s'y rouler pour éteindre le. feu
qui brûlait en lui. Il dut s'adosser,
les grands lampadaires électriques
qui fusaient avec des halos rosés
dansaient devant ses yeux.
Il attendait impatient, car elle ne
venait pas les minutes de l'instant
convoité fuyaient déjà. Il guettait
fixement le point par où elle' devait
apparaître Le c'ceiir lui battait à
chaque silhouette Plusieurs fois il
s'était trompé. Aussi il n'osait régar-,
der ailleurs. Et 'e temps passait. Par
bouffées lui venait l'orchestre d"im
bar. A la fin la '-fatigue, l'obligea à
chercher, quelques distractions' dans
Ie9 objets proches. Que pouvait-on
qu'il aurait pu faire, c'est de reconnaître
comme nous que lès machines nouvelles
avaient au moins l'avantage de supprimer
l'ignoble procédé Bourgeois.
Au contraire, nous retrouverons dans
la collection du Bulletin Officiel son in-
tervention an Conseil- municipal, toute en
faveur des empoisonneurs.
0e m6me que ces pairs, tes BcmcQiir,
il.éorr Blurn, fiancette, Moutet. -Lagrosil-
liére et consorts, il applique la formule
de Compère*Morel, a,, sa voir qu'il faut sa-
voir s'accommoder du régime capitaliste,
vivre grassement en bonne intelligence
avec les grosses sociétés.
Que va-t-on faire ?
Que prévoient les pouvoirs publics ù
propos du transfert, de l'entreprise Bour-
neois, dont nous parlions dans notre pre.
mier article ?
Ils laissent faire. Va-t-ou continuer la
récupération du sang et des nivets avec
les mêmes procédés qu'il l'heure actuelle?
Conservera-t-on les tonneau.^ ù- niVèts
dans Jes'échaudoirs ? Luissorà-t-on trans-
porter cette pourriture à travers AUber-
Nillier? ?Autant '"de. questions qui lais-
sent anxieux les ouvriers de la Villette,
et dont l'industriel eu question, pas plus
que tes pouvoirs publics ne semblent se
soucier.
II faut. en raison de l'enquête de com-
modo et 'incommoda, qui n'cst jusqu'il
présent qu'une farce, que les travailleurs
des. abattoirs, ainsi que les habitants des
alentours des abattoirs, s'organisent dans
un comité de lutte, ppur obliger les in-
dustriels concessionnaires à employer1 deè
moyens d'exploitation conçus selon les
exigences
de l'hygiène. Il s'agit dans
cette affaire des ouvriers des abattoirs et
de toute une population. i\'ou,s sommes
certains que les intéressés vont savoir
mettre en demeure les empoisonneurs et
leurs, soutiens socialistes1 ou autres, de
cesser le scandale. G. Beaugrakd.
SOUS LE MASQUE PACIFISTE
t
1NEmiYÊIJLE ffîÛiE'rlÊSflMNAfE î
DANSLOT •'
i
Il v a quelques jours, près de 'Kœ-
(]
nigsberg, trois oJliciers français étaient
c
arrêtés sous l'inculpation d'espionnage,
par des policiers allemands, lis avaient
été pris au moment où ils photogra-
phiaieht de.5 ou\Tages militaires.
l
Hier, la police française a rendu la
monnaie de sa pièce il ses confrères
d'outre- Rhin. Trois hommes, Georges
ilirich, 3Ç' ans, ancien clesslnateur au
service du génie, demeurant ù hobeiV
sau Edmond .Schalek, 30 ans, de Neu- I
dorf, et Jean Wandling. 2S ans, de Stras-
bourg, ont été arrêtés sous l'inculpation »
de se livrer eux aussi a l'espionnage.
Ces procr dés * amicaux », entre deux
pays impérialistes qui par ailleurs se
congrat aient, montrent ce que valent les
conférence sur la paix, et le désarme-
ment.
Derrière le masque pacifiste, ils, s'es-
T
pionnent, s'organisent pour la guerre, ta Ipréparent, presque dans ses moindres
ê
détails, et l'espionnage et le eontre-es-
pionnage ne sont pas les moindres des
°
armes de la guerre impérialiste.
-x»» <
^Ecra8é:. j»ar:-un 'iasi :,
> -s
E& ëhaùïîëùr egt èti if uîte 5
Vers 16 h; 30, boulevard Richard-Le- 1
noir un taxi portant le numéro 54-21
R.V.-4, dont le conducteur a pris la fuite,
a heurté une voiture attelé^ conduite par t
M. Philibert Bertin, 4S ans, demeurant 40, j
rue, Pascal. Dans le choc, ce dernier a
été projeté, sous les roues de sa voiture
et tué sur le coup. ,(
> « + U. < L
Ecrasé par un tramway
s
Tourcoing, 21 avril. Ce matin à Mou
vaux le chauffeur d'automobile Jules
Montaigne, âgé de soixante ans, qui tra-
versait à pied le boulevard Carnot, a été
écrasé par un tramway. Il a succombé à
ses blessures.
Victime de son imprudence
«
Hoehefort, 21 avril. A Dicenche,
près de Saintes, '.en noyant les décom-
bres d'une grange détruite par un incen-
die. les pompiers ont. découvert le corps
carbonisé du terrassier Le Saud, cinquan-
te-quatre uns, qui, étant ivre, avait do
inconsciemment provoquer le sinistre.
On retire un cadavre
de l'Isère
Cnnoble, 21.. avril. On a retiré de
l'Isère, à Grenoble, le cadavre de M. ,lo-
seph Sayy, figé de quarante-six ans, ou-
vrier maçon, qui portait à la tête plu-
sieurs blessures. Sa disparition n'avait
pas été signalée, mais on. croit qu'il a
été victime d'un accident.
. •' >-«>O– <
Ruade de cheval mortelle
Le Mans, 21 avril. Le jeune Robiche,
ûgé de dix-huit ans, aidé de culture chez
ses parents, à Crissé, a été atteint par
une ruade de cheval et transporté dans
une clinique du Mans où il a succombé
trouve,- derrière cette palissade dé-
molie d'où émergeait le toit d'un
Mosqné de l'Exposition. Les allées
et venues d'une fille au chigTion bas,
aux jupes courtes, l'occupèrent en-
suite puis ce fut la forme d'un ar-
bre aux
feuillages retroussés par
le
vent sur le talus puis ce furent
trois vieilles femmes, marchant l'une
derrière l'autre, porteuses de sacs
énormes, ayant, des chaussures
d'homme aux pieds"; puis les ca-
brioles d'un chien ras et gras d'un
marchand 'de vin tout proche.
Quand il se résigna, partir, parce
qu'elle n'était pas venue, il faillit
choir dans une tranchée de travaux
'de voirie dont la veilleuse rouge était
éteinte. Et voilà que brusquement en
tournant le coin de la rue, il reçut
comme un- soufflet ? Il crut la 'voir,
avec quelqu'un, onduleuse et légère,
comme dans ?a fameaso soirée. Il
l'appelait. Elle partit d'un éclat de
rire. Il sentit que son dérèglement
s'en allait et aussi sa joie.
Jeunesse
L'ombre légère des aiguilles est
bleue sur le cadran de l'horloge.
D'un bleu plus foncé est l'angle
d'ombre traversant la rue, et bien-
gris sont l'arbre de l'école et la clO-
tui'e en bois de la cour. De, grandes
coulées pourpres descendent sur là
muraille à l'emplacement, des pote-
ries, et allument un toit de ''tuiles
rousses. Il y a un bel immeuble avec
des stores .d'un, jaune éclatant, et
longtemps le mitron d'une cheminée
lointaine brille comme une pointe de
carmin. '
Dans le matin la destinée paraît
légère comme l'ombre des aiguilles
Les grèves du textile
LES MANŒUVRES
PATRONALES
SE MULTIPLIENT
•EN VAIN
(SUITE ME LA PREMIÈRE PAGE)
Ce preniiei'- contact .montre que les pa-
trons sont à bout. Avec un peu d'énergie,
en renforçant la solidarité qui s'exerce si
bien depuis le début du contlit, la victoire
de nos camarades n'est plus qu'une ques-
tion de. jours.
A signaler que, de partout, la solidarité
se fait plus active grâce à notre Huma
qui diffuse ce magnifique mouvement de
tous les points du pays les travailleurs
apportent leur appui aux travailleurs du
•secteur de Cours.
C'est ainsi que deux lecteurs de flotre
journal, de Lyon, nous font parvenir, l'un
15 francs, l'antre 200 francs.
Que de partout les travailleurs conti-
nuent leur sestc de solidarité et la vic-
toire de nos camarades est assurée.
fteAfiD, ClUMBOX.
ARomilly
les patrons tententde racoler
sans résultat
RomiUy, 21 avril; {Humanité.)
La situation, aujourd'hui, ne s'est pas
améliorée pour le patronat.
Il a cependant renouvelé ses maûceu1
vres..
Des lettres .individuelles ont été en-
voyées aux -ouvriers et ouvrières.
Les patrons vont rnËme, un peu par-
tent, tenter de racoler à domicile, dans
la rue.
Rien n'y fait. Ils en sont pour leurs
frais. Les grévistes romillons tiennent
bon.
Après les piquets de 'grève de l'après-
midi, qui ont .fonctionné comme ct'nam-
tude, le meeting quotidien s'est tenu, où
les militants du Comité de grève et de la
C. G. T. U. ont mis lea grévistes en
.garde contre les nouvelles manœuvres
du patronat qui s'aperçoit que la vo-
lonté de résistance des exploités s'ac-
centue. Les, militants les ont appelés à
renforcer les piquets de grève pour de-
,main matin, en réponse aux tentatives
des Dupré et autres.
Les jeunes se sont réunis également ce
matin.. Ils ont décidé d'être plus résolus
encore demain dans les piquets de grève
et de s'opposer aux rentrées.
Demain matin, les patrons s'aperce-
vront que, ainsi que les vaillants lutteurs
de Cours, ceux de Komilly sont décidés
à vaincre.
v ^»
Les travailleurs
répondentà J'appel du S.0.1.
enfaveurdesenfantsde Cours
De Clàhiart
« Camarades.
« Je réponds de suite à votre appel. Je
m'pngage à prendre à ma charge un
enfant de 3 à 6 ans, jusqu'à ce que ces
vaillants lutteurs aient vaincu leurs
exploiteurs, n
• De Romainviliç
.; «Messieurs, .•
:«: Si le S. O. I. veut- me^-cdoïlir' -nu
.sniant pour la," dnrée-de la-jjrëve' ieje
.'Serais désireuse de faire mon devoir de
bonne, citoyenne. 'Veuillez 'nie faire
réponse de sruite. • j:i
Mme B. »
Voilà des exemples de solidarité spon-
anée qui montrent combien sont pro-
fonds les liens qui unissent tous les
travailleurs.
Ce .début
caractéristique sera suivi
qemam par une foule de' travailleurs
te branle-bas est sonné, l'élan usi
donné. '•
Camarades de Cours. vous n'êtes pas
seuls dans la bataille Le S.O.l.
A SAhXT-OUEN
Un enfant
s'étrangle accidentellement
Après une courte absence. Mme Bour-
don. en rentrant à son domicile, 8 cité
du Nord, à Saint-Ouen, a trouvé son
enfant,' Michel, 14 mois, .qui. en voulant
descendre de son lit de fer s'était élran-
e-lé en passant la tête entre les barreaus.
Malgré Jes soins, l'enfant est décédé.
><t^.<i> ~E p–
Les accidents de la circulât ion
Une jeune fille est tuée
par une automobile
Grenoble, 21 avril. MIJe Paulelie Bo-
rel, agée-de vingt et un ans, été ren-,
versée ce soir par l'automobile d'un in-
dustriel dauphinois. Transportée à l'iiô-
pital, elle a .succombé peu après.
Une camionnette renverse
deux enïants
Marseille, 21 avril. On mande de
Mouries (Bouches-du/lhône) qu'hier soir,
à 18 heures, en face de la gare, un grou-
pe d'enfants jouait au bord de la route
au moment où arrivait une camionnette
conduite par, un négociant à Saint-Rémy.
Le jeunes Antoine Romero, âgé de neuf
ans, s'est précipité potir saisir sa sœur
sur 1e cadran, des espoirs brillent
comme 'des étoiles allumées par le
soleil entre les mille feuilles de l'ar-
bre. Il y a également qu'on n'ac-
complit aucun effort, qu'il fait bon,
qu'on jouit de l'heure pure sans pen-
ser à rien, appuyé sur le mur blanc
où la. réverbération d'une vitre et de
l'eau forme un étrange dessin d'or
transparent et mobile.
Les ouvriers s'asseyaient en ar-
rivant, l'un sur les marches d'une
petite porte, l'autre sur une borne du
grand portail, plusieurs sur .le trot-
toir les pieds dans le ruisseau à sec
de la petite rue bourgeoise et endor-
mie.
'.
On ne voyait en dehors d'eux que
trois moineaux picotant. la chaussée,
la promenade d'un pigeon bleu, sau-
tillant, lourd, l'œil rond et stupide,
et par instants, ce qui était la joie
de la. rue, les petites porteuses de
lait et de pain jeunesse qui passait
engourdie de l'hiver, une lampe allu-
mée à la ceinture, mais que cette sai-
son réveillait en, chantant. Vêtues
légèrement, cheveux coupés court
et jupes aux genoux, elles passaient,
at lüpes an`' g~ettou~; elles passàïent,montrant hardim nt leur bras nus
et leurs jambes agiles, sans peur des
commentaires qu'elles entendaient
en riant, de bonne humeur, car tou-
jours la jeunesse est admirée à cause
des espoirs et des désirs qu'elle fait
naître. Elles passaient, avec une au-
réole dorée de soleil. C'était aussi des
petites cigales ouvrières, des fillettes
sans amant, dés apprenties. Les jeu-
nes hommes- leur chuchotaient des
compliments, rarement une invite
grossière. "r
"•
(d Swvre)_
Mme, âgée de trois ans, qui traversait.
Le chauffeur ne put éviter les deux en-
fants qui ont passé" sous ta voiture. La
fillette s'en est tirée avec une égratignure,
mais sou frère Antoine, grièvement bles-
sé à la cuisse et à la tête, a été trans-
porté à l'hôpital d'Arles.
Collision entre autos
Montpellier, n avril. L'automobile
de M. Ricome, propriétaire, est entrée
en collision avec un camion chargé de
soufre. M. Hicome n'été légèrement bles-
sé, ainsi que le baron Fabre de" Roussac.
Deux autres personnes qui se trouvaient
également dans la voiture, MM. Lmires
et le sénfml Oavini, ont Cté plus sCTieu-,
sèment atteints.
Un motocycliste
yrièvement blessé
Bourg; 21 avril. Une collision s'est
produite il Oyonnax entre deux 'motocy-
clettes montées par M. Marcel- Fleury,-
ûgé de trente-neuf ans, livreur,- et M.,
Paul Champier, ûjjé de vingt-neuf ans.
M. Fleury a été grièvement blessé' l'au-
tre motocycliste est plus légèrement at-
teint.
Tué par son cheval
Un laitier, Henri Berthelot. cincruahtô:
cinq ans. domicilié à ;Lavelade (Gard),
avait attelé à sa voiture un cheval qu'il
venait d'acheter. Brusquement l'animal
s'emballa et le conducteur fut projeté à
terre. Il fut tué sur le coup:
;>-<»»«»–<
Arrestation d'un facteur
Il s'était approprié Un mandat;
Bourg, 21 avril. Le. nommé Simon
Guillaume, usé de 27 ans, facteur des
postes, à Saint-Hambert-en-Bugey (Ain),1
qui, le 7 avril, s'était; approprié un man-
dat-carte de l.VOS francs qu'il. devait
payer à un entrepreneur, a été arrGté.
->-«i4jz^< i
Découverte d'un cadavre
Saint-Malo, 31 avril. Le..cadavre
d'un douanier, M Desmat, secrétaire du
syndicat des douanes de Saint-Malo, a
été découvert près du quai de Uinan." Le
visage était ensanglanté. On croit que.
M. Desmat, de service de nuit sur les
quais, sera tombé accidentellement -a
marée basse, se blessant sur une emeap,
cation. :•
La police enquête.
••
^–om» < .1 1 1 '
Avis important
aux dépositaires et lecteurs
de Y Avant-Garde
Noscamaradessontavisésque du 25
avril au 7 mai, il ne paraîtra qu'un seul
numéro de VA. G.
Ce .numéro devra être /diffusé largçi
ment jusqu'au ,!« mal.
Prenez toutes dispositions utiles pour
la vente, car. les envois seront doublés..
U Ayant-Garde.
-j-*»4-w-<
Quelquesémissions
a écoutercettesemaine
VENDREDI 24 AVRIL
'Radio-Paris tl.72-4,1). A 20 h.. Radio-
tliéâtre Cliambi-e 23 (H. Génln)/; Les deux
bègues.
Paris P. T. T. (447). A,. ai .h'. 15 Qua-
tuor à cordes (Boroctine) Mélodie- (Grer-
oianinow) J'ai aiiiie d'amour tRaclunaiil-'
now) Thème ei Tariatlons pour itiàno
(Glazoimow) Comme on oublis (Tcliai*
&<nvsky) La fiancée du tzar (jRlmstoy-
Korsalcoff) Audante (Tchaïko\ysiy) VaLse..
'Glazouno-tt)
'
EtBnissi>erg-HeIlsiierg (276). A:.3Û. h. 5
£e: village sans cloches, opéra de Kunneke^
'JÎttriiDliv('5SSii; -iii .4L^j»à*sàsH5Éxiair"T£".
Ttiiiitt8ÂT1^E^rJ.t dé, têtb '(Czllwlte) W>
matiçe (Saim-Sa^ns) • La- Tossea, -fantaislB.
(Piicctiil)' De .tops les I>àys des 'ibminfis,,
(MoszJiowsty) Victoria et son JiussaTii <.A-
braham) Ondes radiopJioiilques <Morena)
Jonny joue 'Kienek) Une valse Tlennol-
se (BSnatakv) Adieu des gUdlateurs Oflàn–
kenbarg).
Stnttgart-MaiûâcJcep (360). –'A' 19 H. 23'
concert de mandolines Ouverture de Co-
médlê K(ehr Eela); Violette. d'Abbazla (Wen
zeï) Mazurka -(Meunier) Un soir à- Tolè-
de (.Scluneling) Danses > • hongtoisar.
(Brahms).
'
Vienne (517). A w h. 20 Idoménéè,
opéra en sectes de Mozart..
•
Daventry-Natlonal ((1.554,4: et 261,3). À.1
21 h. S; Le B. B., Q. Orchestra Cockal-
gne, ouTBitare (Elgar) •- Romance (Dole)
Passacaglla no 1 (Cyril Scott) Une aven-
ture de Don Quichotte «Suiidi).; Ballet (d*
FaHa).
Bndàpest (r»o,5). A 19 h. 30 Aïâa,
opéra de Verdi.
Epme (441,2). A 20 h j 40 Reve d» val-
se (Strauss).
Varsovie (1.4.11,3). A 20 .U. 15 Con-
cert par la PMUjarnioniô de Varsovie
.Moscou [1 304). A2! h. Le premier
M de" la
13!bérle balchéviquE) _(esqulsseBoîte aux lettres (français).
Les lecteurs de 1* « Humanité ».
les membres du S.R.I. des 108. 11»
et 19° arrondissements doivent rete-
nir leur soirée du samedi 25 avril
Quinzième représentation du
« CIMENT »
" à la, Grange-aux-BelIes
GRANDE SOIREE ARTISTIQUE
avec bal de nuit
au bénéfice de l' « Huma » et du
Secours Rouge International
Prix unique d'entrée 4 francs
Samedi, 25 avril, à 20 h. 30,
GRANDE
FÊTE-MANIFESTATION,
pour la présentation des délégués
ouvriers se rendant aux fêtes du
1er mai, à Moscou j salle Pelloutier,
avenue Mathurin-Moreau.
Participation aux frais M franc.
Jeunes Communistes, vous trouve.
rez dans le N» du! 15 avril de la
« Quinzaine Communiste », un plan
de discours pour le ï" mai.
Achetez ce numéro,
i. -f; '
l'our paraître vers {in avril
LEPROelS ]
DU
PARTI INDUSTRIEL
DE MOSCOU
COMPTER NDU ABRÉGÉ
Résumé sténograpnique de S32 p.,
grand nombreuses illustra-
tions et fac-similés dans le texte sous'
couverture illustrée en deux-'cpuleurp.'
Préface de Pierre DOMINIQUE
« Pour trouver dans l'histoire
des procès d'une telle, portée" et-
d'un tel retentissement, il faut- re-
monter au procès de la grande
Révolution française, ceux où fu-
rent iugés Louis XVI ou Danton.»
Prix de souscription (comn-
tant S Sx,
A la parution, le prix sera
porté à 12 îr.
BUREAU D'EDITIONS, 132, Fâubg
St-Denis, Paris-lO. Ch. postal: 94347.,
Travailleurs, achetez toujours
L'HUMANITE
chez le même mardiand
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Figure 5:“Incredulous” 
Caption: “Where did you learn this dance of the savage?” 
 
“At the Colonial Exposition in Paris.” 
 
Credit- L’Humanité (Paris), November 21, 1931 
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Figure 6:“Exotic Dances- those returning from the exposition” 
 
Caption: “What a bore! They do not stop dancing… since they learned the rumba…. In Paris!” 
 
Credit- Le Petit Parisien (Paris) November 15, 1931 
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Figure 7: “Unanimous Regrets” 
Caption: “I find him more black than when he left. Yes, he mourns the exposition.” 
 
Credit- Le Petit Parisien (Paris), November 17, 1931 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8: Advertisement for the 1931 International Colonial Exposition 
Caption: “The fauna and flora, the art, the industry, life in its exotic setting. International 
Colonial Exposition. The best trip around the world. Paris. May-November 1931.”  
 
Credit- “Exposition Coloniale Internationale,” Le Petit Parisien (Paris) April 27, 1931. 
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Figure 9: “Attraction” 
 
Caption: “Enter, enter! Come and see the savages!” 
 
Credit- “L’Humanité (Paris) May 6, 1931. 
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